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BASIN SIMULATION ASSESSMENT MODEL, BSAM, 
DOCUMENTATION AND USER MANUAL 
Introduction 
The river basin hydrologic simulation model is 
an evolutionary version of the model orginally devel-
oped by the UWRL for simulating the streamflow of the 
Bear River basin in Utah. Variations of the same 
basic model have been used to simulate many watersheds 
and river basins in the Western United States, Mexico, 
and South American. The underlying concept of the 
model is that of conservation of mass for a monthly 
time interval. This is represented by the equation 
of continuity, 
Inflow - Outflow. Change in storage. 
A mathematical description of the various hydrologiC 
components of the continuity equation and the routing 
processes utilized in the model is included in Appen-
dix A. The computer implementation of the model also 
incorporates a modified pattern search algorithm to 
aid in the calibration phase of the modeling process. 
A description. of this algorithm as applied to a river 
basin model is given in the paper, "A Self-Verifying 
Hybrid Computer Model of River-Basin Hydrology," by 
R. W. Hill, E. K. Israelsen, A. L. Huber, and J. P. 
Riley at the Seventh American Water Resources Confer-
ence, Washington, D. C., 'October 24-28, 1971. 
Figure 1 shows the structure and interrelation-
ship between the main program, BSAM, and the major 
subprograms. Detailed instructions for using the pro-
gram and preparing the input-data are given in the 
follOWing sections. A card listing of the input data 
for a typical run and the resulting output is given 
in Appendix B. The FORTRAN computer program is listed 
in Appendix C. 
Figure 1. Structure- and Interrelationship between BSAM and major 
subprograms • 
1 
General control and I/O structure 
After the computer model has been compiled and 
stored in an executable form, operational control and 
I/O options are determined by the four variables, ITY, 
IPL, IPRT, and leaL punched in the first card of the 
input data deck. Execution control options are shown 
schematically in Figure 2 and a deck setup for a typ-
ical calibration run is shown in Figure 3. Table 
gives instructions for preparing the input data. Table 
2 describes all of the model parameters and Table 3 
identifies each line of the output tables. Figure 4 
shows keypunch coding sheets prepared for a typical 
simulation run. 
Figure 2. Schematic Diagram of the Execution Control Options for BSAM 
Figure 3. Card Deck Setup for a Typical Simulation Run 
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Option control card in FORMAT (413) 
Col. Na11le FORMAT Description 
1-3 ITY 13 Program control option (1-6) 
4-6 IPL 13 Specification option subordinate to ITY (0-5) 
7-9 IPRT 13 Printing option subordinate to ITY, (0-2) 
10-12 ICOL 13 Line printer column length specification 
1 80 column printer 
2 = 132 column printer 
Basic data (Called with ITY = I, IPL = 1) 
Card Column Name FORMAT Description 
1-3 NCROP 13 Number of crops 
4-6 NPHRT 13 Number of phreatophytes 
2 1-60 HDGi lSA4 Headings for the column of the output tables 
3-8 1-8 LABLi lOA8 60 element vector of labels, each 8 characters long, for up to 60 
lines of output from the model 
9 3-10 DLAB A8 Label for M & I consumptive use coefficients card 
11-15 ••. PKCMli 12FS.3 12 element vector of monthly M & I consumptive use coefficients 
10 3-10 DLAB A8 Label for proportion of daylight hours card 
11-15 ... POLi 12FS.3 12 element vector of monthly proportion of daylight hours for the 
modified Blaney-Criddle Crop CU method 
11 3-10 DLAB A8 Label for SCS modified B-C crop conslDDptive use coefficients 
11-15 ... CPKC£ ,i 12FS.3 12 elem'ent vector of BC monthly CU coefficients for crop or 
phreatophyte ~ 
Subbasin data cards (Called with lTY = 1, IPL .. 2 or 5) 
Card CollDDn Name FORMAT Description 
1-2 ISB 12 Subbasin number (-9, 99) 
3-7 IYRB IS Beginning year of simulation 
8-12 NYR IS Number of years of simulation 
21-80 BASID 15A4 Descriptive name of basin (s 60 columns) 
2... 11-13 Il i 
DCAi 
.-/ 3 11-20 URLND 
(13,F7.0) 
FlO.O 
Crop number and area in acre for crop i. Can put up to 7 s~tsl 
card and requires a set for each crop and phreatophyte 
Urban land area 
21-30 UNDLND F10.0 Undeveloped land area 
Return if IPL 5 
Ni 1513 4 1-3 15 element vector of number of stations for each of 15 types 
of hydrologic data 
FMT1 10A4 
T1 FMT 
5 1-40 Format for temperature data ~hich follows 
6 Monthly temperature data in F format specified by FMT1' 
FMT2 lOA! 7 Format for precipitation data in inches which follows 
PPT2 FMT2 8 Monthly precipitation data in format specified by FMT2 
FMTk 10A4 9 Format for kth data (k = 3 to 15) 
IX FMTk 10 Power of 10 by which all data on this card are multiplied 
DATk FMTk Monthly values of kth hydrologic data in acre-feet. Do not 
include a format and data card if Nk = 0 
11 Continue with format and data pairs for all data necessary. The data is specified by k as 
follows: if Nk = 0 that format and data pair should not be included. 
k = 3 is River inflow, RIV 
4 is Tributary inflow, TRIB 
5 is Ungaged correlation inflow, QCOR 
6 is Canal division, CNL 
7 is Groundwater inflow, QGI 
8 is Gaged outflow, GAG 
9 is Pumped water from the shallow acquifer, QPUM 
= 10 is M & I diversion, EMIDIV 
11 is Reservoir inflow, RIN 
12 is Required minimum reservoir releases to stream, REL 
13 is Inbasin release, ARD 
= 14 is Reservoir exports from the basin, REXP 
• 15 is Basin export from the stream channel, BEXP 
3 
Table I. continued. 
D. Reservoir parameter cards (Called with ITY = I, IPL = 3 or 4). These cards are not included if IRES=O, 
which indicates that there is no reservoir in the subbasin. 
Card 
1-2 
Column Name FORMAT Description 
11-20 (IOX7FIO.0) 14 element vector of reservoir parameters 
Reservoir parameters are indexed as follows: 
1 STI Initial storage 
2 CST! not used 
in acre-feet = 9 A2 Reservoir area at zero storage for equation 
3 STMN Minimum useable storage 
4 STMX Maximum allowable storage 
5 Al Reservoir area at zero storage 
6 C1 Coefficient in area vs. storage equation 
7 C2 Exponent in area vs. storage equation 
8 BPS Break point storage value between equation 
defined by AI' C1 and C2 and the one 
defined by A2, C3 and C4 
above BPS 
=10 C3 Coefficient in area vs. storage equation 
=11 C4 Exponent in area vs. storage equation 
=12 DSPD Change in gaged storage for the calibration 
period 
=13-14 Not used 








































Number of parameters (60) 
Management option specification for canal diversions 
MANG -I Calibration mode - use QCNL recorded but limit 
to water available for diversion, WAD 
o Calibration mode - Use QCNL as recorded 
1 Management mode - Calculate QCNL and use without 
limit to satisfy PET 
2 Management mode - Calculate QCNL but limit to 
WAD 
3 Management mode Calculate QCNL but put leaching 
water to zero and limit QCNL to WAD 
Reservoir option specification 
IRES 0 No reservoir 
Tributary or upstream reservoir and requires re-
servoir inflow, RIN, to be read as input data 
2 Downstream reservoir - sets the reservoir inflow 
to the computed simulated surface runoff 
Groundwatei" outflow limiting option: 
IQGO - 0 Limit routed groundwater outflow, QGO, to be 
non negative 
Allow QGO to take on any value 
Iteration limit for calculating canal seepage 
Error criteria for indicating convergence in calculating canal 
seepage 
Multiplier for weighting the objective function calculations 
Label for canal diversion option vector 
Vector of diversion option controls - one for each month. 
If IDTM = 0 Do not allow diversion 
= I Allow diversion 
Label for allowable soil moisture storage card 
Vector of soil moisture level, CMS, that must be maintained 
in calculating QCNL when in the management mode 
1-80 PRi (10F8.3) The 60 element vector of model parameters (see Table 2) 
If ITY = 5, enter here and read only the 6 parameter cards. 




























Number of parameters to be searched or if NPS = 300 print the 
entire output table 
Number of phases for pattern search (1-5) 
Vector of options for resetting the initial parameter vector 
at the completion of each phase. 
If NOPi 0 Reset to the original initial parameter vector 
= 1 Reset to the best local minimized objective 
function parameter 
Parameter number to be searched 
Number of steps in the search 
Lower boundary for parameter L 
Upper boundary for parameter L 
vector 
Note: If NPS = 1 then will only read one type 2 card and return to read another type 1 card. If NPH is 


















































Glossary· of parameters used in BSAM. 
Description 
Initial snow storage 
Snow melt rate coefficient 
Threshold temperature above which snow melts 
Threshold temperature above which precipitation is rain 
Ungaged flow correlation with correlating stream 
Ungaged flow correlation with snow melt 
Ungaged flow correlation with precipitation as rain 
Runoff threshold for ungaged flow from rain 
Ungaged flow correlation with total precipitation 
Runoff threshold for ungaged flow from total precipitation 
Initial soil moisture level 
Critical soil moisture to limit evapotranspiration 
Soil moisture holding capacity 
Delay time for routing DP 
Initial DP rate for routing DP 
DP routing rate coefficient 
Proportion of soil moisture above CSM that goes to DP 
Proportion of spills from canal diversions 
Canal conveyance efficiency 
Irrigation application efficiency 
Initial rate for routing canal seepage to GW 
Canal seepage rate routing coefficient 
Proportion of canal seepage that returns to stream 
Influent flow coefficient for QRIV I. 
Influent flow coefficient 
Influent flow limiting value of ~I - C2 LoglO (QRIV) 
Initial rate of groundwater outflow 
Groundwater routing rate coefficient 
Proportion of GW outflow from basin 
Adjusting coefficient on temperature 
Adjusting coefficient on precipitation 
Adjusting coefficient on canal diversions 
Adjusting coefficient on groundwater inflow 
Adjusting coefficient for M & I diversion 
Adjusting coefficient for M & I CU 
Adjusting coefficient for irrigated land CU 
Change in GW storage during the calibration period 
Proportion of CU for phreatophytes from GW 
Coefficient for CU on urban land 
Coefficient for C(J on undeveloped land 
Proportion of urban undeveloped land runoff to GW 
Ratio of actual inbasin reservoir releases to canals 
Snowmelt threshold for ungaged flow from snowmelt 
Proportion of bank storage for reservoir operation 
Not used currently 
Values of delayed DP - one for each month of delay up to 12 











































































































QSO or ST 
42 GAG 
43 DIFF 






















End of month snow storage 
Phreatophyte evapotranspiration 
Potential crop evapotranspiration 
Actual crop evapotranspiration 




Phreatophyte rain plus snow melt 
Urban and undeveloped land surface runoff 
Pumped water from the shallow acquifier 
Influent water from the stream channels 
Phreatophyte use from the surface supply 
Surface water available for diversion 
Municipal and industrial diversion 
Municipal and industrial return flows 
Canal diversion 
Canal seepage 
Proportion of the routed canal seepage that goes 
to groundwater 
Canal seepage return flow that can be rediverted 
Canal conveyance and operating spills 
Water delivered to the farm laterals by the canal 
system 
Surface runoff from the farms (tailwater return 
flow) 
Total water applied to the irrigated area including 
rain plus snow melt 
Actual crop evapotranspiration 
End of month soil moisture storage 
Deep percolation from soil moisture storage 
Routed deep percolation 
Groundwater inflow 
Groundwater inflow from the urban and undeveloped 
land area 
Phreatophyte consumptive use from the groundwater 
Routed groundwater 
Effluent groundwater 
Change in groundwater storage 
Groundwater outflow 
Basin surface export 
Surface runoff which is also reservoir inflow if 
modeling a downstream reservoir (IRES = 2) 
Computed surface outflow or the end of month reservor 
storage if modeling a downstream reservoir 
(IRES = 2) 
Gaged or measured surface outflow or measured end 
of month reservoir storage if modeling a down-
stream reservoir (IRES = 2) 
Difference between computed and gaged values 
are printed only if IRES > 0) 
Reservoir evaporation 
Reservoir surface inflow 
Average area of the reservoir water surface during 
the month 
Required releases to be met if possible 
Actual release to channel 
Canal diversion from reservoir for in basin irrigation 
Reservoir export for trans basin use 
Total reservoir releases 
End of month reservoir storage 
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Figure 4. Keypunch Coding Sheets Prepared for a Typical Simulation Run 
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Appendix A. Formulation of the Hydrologic Model 
Model Requirements 
The fundamental requirements of a computer model 
of a hydrologic system are: 
1. It simulates on a continuous basis all im-
portant processes and relationships within the system 
it represents. 
2. It is non-unique with respect to space. This 
implies that it can be easily applied to different 
geographic areas with existing hydrologic data. 
3. It is capable of answering questions con-
cerning perturbations in the system or of accurately 
predicting outputs resulting from varying input and 
process parameters. 
The Conceptual Model 
The basis of the hydrologic model is a funda-
mental and logical mathematical representation of the 
various hydrologic processes and routing functions. 
These physical processes are not specific to any par-
ticular geography, but rather are applicable to any 
hydrologic unit. Experimental and analytical results 
can be used to assist in testing and establishing some 
of the mathematical relationships included within the 
model. Under a model verification procedure, equa-
tion constants are established which calibrate or fit 
the model for a particular drainage area. Average 
values of hydrologic quantities needed for model veri-
fication were estimated in one of three ways: (1) 
From available data, (2) by statistical correlation 
techniques, and (3) through verification of the model. 
A flow diagram of the hydrologic system is shown 
by Figure A-I. As this flow chart indicates, the 
total input to a subbasin is the combination of sur-
face and subsurface inflows of water obtained by sum-
ming river and tributary inflows, precipitation, 
groundwater inflows, and imports from other basins. 
Depletions from the subbasins occur through evap-
otranspiration, municipal and industrial consumption, 
and exports. The residual quantity is a combination 
of surface and subsurface outflow of water from the 
area. Subsurface flows may undergo various time 








EFfLUENT FLOW ~ 
INFLUENT FLOW .-
GROUNDWATER OUTFLOW 
Figure A-I. Flow Diagram of the Hydrologic System 
The Hydrologic Balance 
A dynamic system consists of three basic compon-
ents, namely the medium or media acted upon, a set 
of constraints, and an energy supply or driving force. 
In a hydrologic system, water in anyone of its physi-
cal states is the medium of interest. The constraints 
are applied by the physical nature of the hydrologic 
basin, and the driving forces are supplied by direct 
solar energy, gravity, and capillary potential fields. 
The various functions and operations of the different 
parts of the system are interrelated by the concepts 
of continuity of mass and momentum. Unless relative-
ly high velocities are encountered, such as in chan-
nel flow, the effects of momentum are negligible, and 
the continuity of mass becomes the only link between 
the various processes within the system. 
Continuity of mass is expressed by the general 
equation: 
Input - Output = Change in Storage 
A hydrologic balance is the application of this equa-
tion to achieve an accounting of physical, hydrologic 
measurements within a particular unit. Through this 
means and the application of appropriate translation 
or routing functions, it is possible to predict the 
movement of water within a system in terms of its 
occurrence in space and time. 
The concept of the hydrologic balance is pic-
tured by the block diagram in Figure A-I. The inputs 
to the system are precipitation and surface and ground-
water inflow, while the output quantity is divided 
among surface outflow, groundwater outflow and evapo-
transpiration. As water passes through this system, 
storage changes occur on the land surface, in the soil 
moisture zone, in the groundwater zone, and in the 
stream channels. These changes occur rapidly in sur-
face locations and more slowly in the subsurface 
zones. 
In the course of model development, each of the 
system processes must be described mathematically as 
completely as possible. The flow chart of Figure 
A-I is a schematic representation of the system pro-
cesses and storage locations and their relationship 
to each other. In the model each box and copnecting 
line is represented by a mathematical expression. 
Time and Space Increments 
Practical data limitations and problem constraints 
require that increments of time and span' be consid-
ered during model design. Data, such as temperature 
and precipitation readings, are usually available as 
point measurements in terms of time and space; and 
integration in both dimensions is usually accomplished 
by the method of finite increments. 
The complexity of a model designed to represent 
a hydrologic system largely depends upon the magni-
tude of the time and spatial increments utilized in 
the model. In particular, when large increments are 
applied, the scale magnitude is such that the effect 
of phenomena which change over relatively small incre-
ments of space and time is insignificant. For in-
stance, on a monthly time incr.ement, interception rates 
and changing snowpack temperatures are neglected. In 
addition, the time increment chosen might coincide 
with the period of cyclic changes in certain hydrologic 
phenomena. In this event net changes in these phe-
nomena during the time interval are usually negli-
gible. For example, on an annual basis, storage 
changes within a hydrologic system are often in-
significant, whereas on a monthly basis, the magnitude 
of these changes are frequently appreciable and need 
to be considered. As time and spatial increments de-
crease, improved definition of the hydrologic pro-
cesses is required. No longer can short-term tran-
sient effects or appreciable variations in space be 
neglected, and the mathematical model, therefore, 
becomes increasingly more complex with an accompany-
ing increase in the requirements of data, computer 
capacity, and computer capability. 
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For this report, a monthly time increment and 
large space units (subbasins) were adopted. Selec-
tion of the subbasins was based on hydrologic bound-
aries and points of data collection. It was felt 
that the selection of the subbasins and the month1y 
time increment would satisfy the requirements of a 
general planning-management model for the basin. 
System Processes 
Surface Inflows 
The basic inflow or input of water into any hydro-
logic system originates as a form of precipitation. 
However, for simulation models of valley floor areas, 
direct precipitation input to the system is great1y 
overshadowed by river and tributary inflows. 
Streamflow is defined as that portion of the pre-
cipitation which appears in streams and rivers as the 
net or residual flow collected from all or a portion 
of a watershed. When unaffected by the activities of 
man, such runoff is referred to as "natural or virgin" 
flow. Art i ficial diversions and regulatory action in 
lakes and reservoirs affect the regimes of nearly 
every stream within the basin. 
The surface water inflow component consists of 
flow traveling over the ground surface and through 
channels to enter a·stream. At the stream surface 
runoff usually combines with other flow components 
to form the total surface runoff hydrograph. Within 
the runoff cycle surface runoff begins to occur when 
the capacities of vegetative interception, infiltra-
tion, and surface retention are reached. Continued 
precipitation beyond this point serves as a source 
for surface runoff. Small basins have different run-
off characteristics than do large watersheds, and 
the characteristics peculiar to each basin must be 
evaluated on an individual basis. 
For each subbasin a limiting rate of surface 
runoff exists for any particular time period. Sur-
face runoff is assumed to occur when the threshold 
or limiting rate of surface water supply, consisting 
of snowmelt, rainfall, canal diversions, or any com-
bination of these, is exceeded. 
This concept of surface runoff is particularly 
important when precipitation is considered as the 
initial water input to the watershed. Riley and 
Chadwick (1966) indicate that for particular condi-
tions there exists a limiting or threshold rate of 
surface supply, Rtr , at which surface runoff, Sr' 







rate of surface runoff during a parti-
cular time 
rate at which water is available at the 
soil surface 
limiting or threshold rate of surface 
water supply at which surface runoff 
begins to occur 
When considered for a model time increment of 
one month, an average value of the threshold sur-
face runoff rate, Rtr , is probabilistic in nature, 
depending essentially upon soil surface conditions, 
soil moisture, storm characteristics, and rate of 
available water, Wgr 
In this study only the valley bottom lands are 
considered in the model, and it is assumed that no 
surface runoff from precipitation occurs from these 
relatively flat areas. Under this assumption, the 
rate at which precipitation is available at the soil 
surface at no time exceeds the threshold rate for 
surface runoff to occur. Thus, 
Swr z 0, (Wgr S Rtr) • (2) 
The model does provide for surface runoff from agri-
cultural lands due to irrigation application rates 
which exceed soil infiltration rates. The runoff 
quantity constitutes a portion of the irrigation 
return flow. 
Sur~ace runoff from the surrounding watershed 
areas is concentrated in stream channels, and there-
fore, enters the model (valley bottom) as tributary 
flow. That part of the inflow rate which is mea-
sured or gaged is designated as Qis(m). 
Unmeasured surface inflows to the model are 
estimated by a correlation technique which considers 
three hydrologic parameters, Ramely a gaged tribu-
tary inflow rate, preCipitation rate, and snowmelt 
rate. Thus, in functional form: 
(3) 
in which 






measured rate of surface inflow from 
a particular tributary area 
gaged precipitation rate in the form 
of rain on the valley floor 
estimated snowmelt rate in terms of 
water equivalent 
If empirical correlation factors are included in the 
preceding equation, the expression becomes: 
Qis(u) = k qi (m) + k P + ~W usa r -0 sr (4) 
in which k , k , and ~ are correlation factors re-u a -0 
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lating ungaged surface inflow rate to, respectively, a 
gaged· surface inflow rate, 'precipitation rate, and 
snowmelt rate. Each of these factors is established 
through the model verification process for a parti-
cular subbasin. 
With reference to the measured tributary inflow 
rate, qis(m), used in Equation 4, this quantity might 
refer to either the total measured tributary inflow 
or a specific stream within the area. The main criter-
ion for selecting the gaged area is that the watershed 
exhibit the same general runoff characteristics as that 
of the ungaged area. 
The second independent term in Equation 4 refers 
to the rates of precipitation occurring on the valley 
floor in the form of rain. Because it is assumed that 
the influence of snow upon the surface runoff is re-
stricted to the melt period, only rainfall is consid-
ered by the equation. Generally, a direct plot of 
rainfall against runoff for individual storms yields 
a low correlation because of the variable nature of 
the factors affecting runoff (Chow, 1964). However, 
when mean monthly values of precipitation and runoff 
are considered, many of the transient processes are 
smoothed and reasonably good correlation of runoff with 
precipitation is achieved. 
The third independent term of Equation 4 consid-
ers the influence of snowmelt upon surface runoff. 
Snowmelt rates on the valley floor are predicted in 
the model by Equation 8. This process is discussed 
in further deatil later in this chapter. 
The total surface inflow rate to the model (val-
ley floor) is estimated by summing the measured rate 
and estimated ungaged rate from Equation 4. Thus, 
Qis = Qis(m) + Qis(u) (5) 
in which Qis refers to the total surface inflow rate, 
and the two independent quantities are as previously 
defined. 
Interflow 
Interflow is defined as the lateral movement of 
moisture through the plant root zone. The process is 
discussed in further detail at a later point in this 
chapter. Interflow rate, Nr' is not treated as a sep-
arate identity in the hydrologic model of the valley 
bottoms, but is considered as being a part of the sur-
face runoff from irrigation. In most cases, small 
interflow rates are encountered in flat lands. Further-
more, for a model time increment of one month, inter-
flow usually produces an insufficient delay time to 
enable this quantity to be distinguished from surface 
runoff. 
Groundwater Inflow 
Groundwater or subsurface inflow refers to those 
waters which enter the model area or valley floor 
beneath the ground surface. Much of this water is 
subsequently discharged as effluent flow into the 
main channel of the valley, and thus provides a "base 
flow" for the stream. Discharge from the groundwater 
basin of the valley floor also occurs by way of spring 
flows, pumped waters, and consumptive use by phreato-
phytes. 
Essentially, all groundwater is constantly in 
motion though velocities may range from several feet 
per day to only a few inches per year. This ground-
water movement is basically confined to permeable geo-
logic formations called aquifers which serve as trans-
mission conduits. Movement and volume of groundwater 
runoff may be calculated through application of Darcy's 
Law, providing adequate data are available. However, 
if subsurface flow data are sparse, time and spatial 
distribution of groundwater flows can be estimated by 
an empirical approach through the model verification 
procedure. For the steep watersheds near the head-
waters of major drainage divisions, groundwater in-
flows to the valley floors were usually sufficiently 
small to be neglected. At downstream subbasins it 
may become apparent through the time distribution of 
the water inputs·to the model in relation to the re-
corded outflow that groundwater inflow rates are appre-
ciable. Correlation procedures and' transport delays 
can be used to estimate and simulate groundwater move-
ment'into the subbasin. This water is then distributed 
with time through use of long transport delay networks 
on the computer. The required delay setting of these 
networks is established during the model verifica-
tion process. Hence, the rate of groundwater inflow 





rate of total unmeasured. inflow to the 
groundwater system 
coefficient relating the rate of un-
measured groundwater inflow to a mea-
sured surface runoff rate 
= rate of surface runoff (either total 
measured tributary inflow or measured 
inflow from a representative tributary) 
For some subbasins a subsurface groundwater move-
ment under the outflow gage in the streambed alluvium 
occurs. The time and spatial distribution of this out-
flow forms a component of the groundwater inflow or in-
put to the adjacent downstream subbasin. 
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Total Inflow 
Total inflow rate to the valley bottoms consists 
of the summation of the surface and groundwater in-
flow rates. The surface inflows for the most part 
have already been summed and are concentrated in 
stream channels as they enter the valley floor or 
agricultural areas. Gaged surface inflow rates 
are available from surface water records published 
by the U. S. Geological Survey. 
The remaining two components of total inflow, 
namely ungaged surface infl,ow and groundwater in-
flow, are estimated from Equation 4 and 6, respec-
tively. Therefore, the total inflow, Qi , to a given 
subbasin is given by the following expression: 
Qi = Qis + Qig (7) 
in which the terms Qis and Qig are given by Equations 
5 and 6, respectively. 
Precipitation 
The ultimate source of water input to any hydro-
logic unit is precipitation in one form or another. 
Precipitation is considered to be any moisture wqich 
emanates from the atmosphere and falls to the earth. 
Precipitation input to the hydrologic system 
varies with respect to both time and space and it is 
therefore, necessary to convert point measurements 
from climatological stations into an integrated or 
averaged monthly value over a finite area. Some pre-
cipitation data are available for all subbasins used 
in this study. 
Two forms of precipitation, rain and snow, are 
considered in this study. Air temperature is used 
as the criterion for establishing the occurrenee 
of these two forms. This criterion is not an ideal 
index for determining the form of precipitation since 
no one temperature exists below which it always snows 
and above which it always rains. However, the surface 
air temperature appears to be the most suitable single 
index of precipitation form now available. 
Based on investigations by the U. S. Army (1956) 
at a surface air temperature of 350 F, there is a 50 
percent chance that precipitation will be as snow, 
whereas at 320 F the probability is 95 percent of pre-
cipitation falling as snow. In this study a ?ouble 
standard was used because average monthly temperatures 
provided the criteria. Snow was assumed to fall be-
Iowa threshold temperature, and snowmelt was assumed 
to occur above another threshold temperature. This 
assumption provided for the occurrence of snowfall and 
snowmelt during the same month. These threshold 
temperatures varied in the different subbasins. 
Temperature 
Air temperature is an important parameter in a 
hydrologic system because it can be utilized as a 
criterion for establishing the form of precipitation, 
and as an index of the energy available for the snow-
melt and evapotranspiration processes. Temperature 
varies according to both time and space. To obtain 
average temperature values for the valley floor, or 
a portion thereof, within a particular subbasin, 
requires that point measurements be utilized for esti-
mating an effective or average temperature value for 
an area. In this study average temperatures for a 
particular area and a given time period (one month) 
are estimated by an arithmetic average of temperature 
measurements taken in the subbasin. 
Snowmelt 
Although rationai formulas which include the 
various factors involved in the snowmelt process have 
been developed, data limitations often prohibit a 
strictly analytical approach to the process. Rational 
models include fundamental processes, such as those 
which relate to energy transfer, and requirements for 
input data are high. An additional restriction to 
the analytical approach for snowmelt computation is a 
large modeling time increment such as a month. Many 
of the short-term, transient phenomeon which occur 
within a snowpack cannot be represented in a macro-
scopic model of this scale. An empirical relation-
ship was, therefore, adopted for this study model. 
Riley et al. (1966) proposed a relationship which 
states that the rate of melt is proportional to the a-
vailable energy and the quantity of precipitation 
stored as snow. As a differential equation the rela-
tionship is written: 
k (T -T ) RIs Ws(t) . 
s a b RI 
h 
(8) 








surface air temperature in degrees F 
the radiation index on a surface possess-
ing a known degree and aspect of slope 
the radiation index for a horizontal sur-
face at the same latitude as the particu-
lar watershed under study 
snow storage in terms of water equivalent 
assumed base temperature in degrees F at 
whi~h melt begins to occur. 
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Riley et al. (1966) report reasonable agreement 
between predicted snowmelt ra~es from Equation 8 and 
observed values. They used a value of ks equal to 
0.10 based on studies using data from several snow 
courses in the Rocky Mountain area where average snow 
depths are high. It has been found, however, that the 
value of ks is somewhat inversely dependent upon snow-
pack depth. In other words, as the snow depth de-
creases pack melt rates increase for a given energy 
input. Thus, ks is relatively larger for areas of 
shallow snowpack depth and relatively smaller for 
areas where depths tend to be large. The radiation 
index paramater allows adjustment to be made for 
variation of the total insolation with land surface 
slope and aspect. However, since only the valley 
floors are included in the modeling area, it is 
assumed that the topographic surface of the area is 
essentially horizontal. This assumption simplifie 
Equation 8 in that RIs becomes equal to RIh and their 
ratio goes to unity. 
The independent variables on the right side of 
Equation 8 can be expressed as either continuous 
functions of time or as step functions consisting of 
mean constant values for a given time increment. For 
this study a time increment was utilized and integra-
tion was performed in steps over each successive time 
period. Hence, the final values of Ws(t) at the end 
of a particular time period became the initial value 
for the integration process over the following period. 
On this basis, and setting the ratio RIs/RIh equal 
to unity (assuming the agricultural area is flat), 
the differential form of Equation 8 becomes: 
W (1) dW 
k (T -Tb) [ 1 dt fS s (9) W saO 
Ws(O) s 
Ws (1) = Ws (0) exp {-ks (Ta -Tb)}· • (10) 
Canal Diversions 
Canal diversions profoundly affect the time and 
spatial distribution of water within an irrigated area. 
A portion of this diverted water is returned directly 
to the stream as spill and portion is evaporated direct-
ly to the atmosphere. Another portion enters the soil 
profile through canal seepage and the infiltr~tion on 
the irrigated lands, and the remainder returns to the 
source as overland flow or evaporates. Some of the 
water which enters the soil profile is lost through 
plant consumptive use. The remainder either percol-
ates downward to the groundwater basin or is inter-
cepted by drainage systems. Irrigation practices, 
therefore, alter the distribution characteristics of 
a hydrologic system. The irrigation efficiency fac-
tors used in this study include both the conveyance 
and application efficiencies. A composite irriga-












water conveyance and application effi-
ciency in percent 
the spills 
the conveyance efficiency 
application efficiency 
total rate at which water is diverted 
from the stream or reservoir 
Records of water diversion to the agriculture 
lands within each subbasin were found to be lacking. 
Adjustment of these records was necessary in many 
cases to get a realistic application rate for the 
irrigated acreage. 
As already indicated, a portion of the water 
diverted for irrigation returns to the streams as 
overland flow and interflow. Although the large 
time increment allows this water to be treated in 
the model as a single identity, it is important to 
distinguish between the two components. Overland 
flow (often termed tailwater) is surface return 
flow or runoff from the end of the field resulting 
from the application of water to the irrigated 
land at rates exceeding the infiltration capacity of 
the soil. Interflow is defined as that part of the 
soil water which does not enter the groundwater 
basin, 9ut rather which moves largely in a lateral 
direction through the upper and more porous portion 
of the soil profile until it enters a surface or 
subsurface drainage channel. Both the overland flow 
and the interflow return to the stream channels in 
short distances and times consisting of usually only 
a few days. 
Available Soil Moisture 
The usual definition of available soil moisture 
capacity is the difference between the field capacity 
and the wilting point of the soil. Water within this 
range is available for plant use, and is termed avail-
able soil moisture. The field capacity is defined as 
the soil moisture content after gravity drainage has 
occurred. Most of the gravity water drains rapidly 
from the soil thus affording plants little opportunity 
for its use. The wilting point represents the soil 
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moisture content when plants are no longer able to ab-
stract water in sufficient quantities to meet their 
needs, and permanent wilting occurs. Available soil 
moisture can be exp'ressed in several units but in this 
report it carries the unit of depth in inches. 
Sources of available water. Basically, moisture 
in the soil is derived from infiltration, which is the 
passage of water through the soil surface into the 
soil profile. The water available for infiltration at 
the soil surface is derived from three sources, namely, 
precipitation in the form of rain, Pr , snowmelt, Wsr ' 
and irrigation water, Wdr . As springtime temperatures 
rise to the point at which melting occurs, all snow 
cover on the land is assumed to melt and enter the 
soil mantle through the infiltration process. In the 
case of irrigated crops, the most important source of 
available soil moisture is water which is diverted to 
the agriculture lands. Thus, the total water avail-
able for infiltration into the soil, Wgr , can be writ-
ten as: 
W = W + p + W gr dr r sr 
• (12) 
in which all quantities are as previously defined. 
Available soil moisture quantities. The maxi-
mum quantity of water in a soil available for u~e by 
plants is a function of the moisture holding capcity 
of the soil and the average rooting depth or extrac-
tion pattern of the plant. 
The basic forces involved in the absorption of 
water by plants are osmotic, imbibitional, metabolic, 
and transpiration pull (Thorne and Peterson, 1954). 
These forces basically define the soil moisture ten-
sion or "pull" that must be exerted by the plant to 
remove water from the soil. Of these forces the prin-
cipal one is the osmotic pressure created within plant 
root cells. Opposing these forces are those exerted 
on the moisture by the soil particles. The forces 
exerted by the plants vary with different plants, 
soils, and climates, but the average maximum force 
which plants can exert in obtaining sufficient water 
for growth is approximately 15 atmospheres of pres-
sure. At field capacity where water is readily avail-
able for plant use, the average soil moisture tension 
is only about 0.1 atmosphere. However, the soil mois-
ture tension or "pull" plants exert in their quest 
for water is in itself no indication of the amount of 
available water contained by the soil. The actual 
amount of water held by the soil at any given tension 
value is a function of the soil type. 
Determination of the soil depth effectively uti-
lized by a plant is based on the average rooting depth 
or the average moisture extraction pattern. The soil 
moisture available for extraction depends on the mois-
turf;' holding cap':ll'ity llt the snil and till' L'xtraction 
pattern. The typical agricul tural crop t::'xtr<H.:ts 70 
percent of its moisture from the upper 50 percent of 
the soil penetrated by the plant roots. Average or 
typical rooting depths for various plants are reported 
by McCullock et al. (1967). Illustrative depths in-
clude 4 to 6 feet for alfalfa, 4 feet for grains and 
corn, and 2 to 3 feet for pasture. The average a-
vailable soil moisture capacity of the irrigated 
lands was estimated for each subbasin. 
Under normal circumstances, additions to avail-
able soil moisture storage occur through the infiltra-
tion process, Fr. Abstractions or depletions from 
available soil moisture storage occur through evapo-
transpirational losses, ETr' and deep percolation, Gr· 
Thus, the soil moisture storage existing at any time, 
t, can be stated: 
Each of the three terms on the right side of this 
equation is discussed in the following sections. 
InfH tration 
(13) 
As already indicated, additions to available soil 
moisture occur through the process of infiltration, 
F. Factors which influence the infiltration rate in-
r 
clude various soil properties and surface character-
istics. A moisture gradient induced by the adhesive 
properties of the soil particles also influence in-
filtration rate. 
In this study, the rate of infiltration into the 










quantity Wgr in Equation 14 is given by Equation 12. 
Evapotranspiration 
The second term on the right side of Equation 13 
represents depletion from the soil moisture storage 
through the evapotranspiration process, ETr . Comsump-
tive use, or evapotranspiration is the sum of all 
water used and lost by growing vegetation due to trans-
piration through plant foliage and evaporation from 
the plant and surrounding environment such as adjacent 
soil surfaces. Potential evapotranspiration is de-
fined as that rate of consumptive use by actively grow-
ing plants which occurs under conditions of complete 
crop cover and non-limiting soil moisture supply. 
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The evapotranspiration process depends upon many 
interrelated factors whose individual effects are 
difficult to determine. Included among these factors 
are type and density of crop, soil moisture supply, 
fertilizer, soil salinity, and climate. Climatological 
parameters usually considered to influence evapotrans-
piration rates are precipitation, temperature, daylight 
hours, solar radiation, humidity, wind velocity, cloud 
cover, and length of growing season. Numerous rela-
tionships have been developed for estimating the po-
tential evapotranspiration rate. 
Perhaps one of the most universally applied evapo-
transpiration equations is that proposed by Blaney and 







U = kf (16) 
monthly crop potential consumptive use in 
inches 
monthly coefficient which varies with type 
of crop and 
monthly consumptive use factor and is given 
by the following equation: 
_ .!.P..... 
f - 100 
mean monthly temperature in degrees F 
(17) 
monthly percentage of daylight hours of 
the year 
A modification of the Blaney-Criddle formula was pro-
posed by Phelan et al. (1962), wherein the monthly 
coefficient, k, is subdivided into two parts, a crop 
coefficient, kc' and a temperature coefficient, k t . 
The relationship describing k t is an empirical one, 
depending upon only temperature, and is expressed as: 
k t = (0.0173Ta - 0.314) (18) 
where Ta is the mean monthly temperature in degrees F • 
The crop coefficierlt, kc' is basically a function of 
the physiology and stage of growth of the crop. Curves 
of kc are available for many agriculture crops (Soil 
Conservation Service, 1964). 
Thus, the modified Blaney-Criddle equation for 
estimating potential evapotranspiration rates is writ-




Because of its simplicity, low data requ~rements 
(only surface air temperature is needed), and applic-
ability to the irrigated areas of the Western United 
States, Equation 19 was adopted for this study model. 
Since the time increment selected for use was one 
month, the variables on the right of Equation 19 repre-
sent mean monthly values although these parameters could 
be expressed as continuous functi.ons instead of the 
indicated step functions. Thus, Equation 19 estimates 
the mean potential evapotranspiration late during each 
month. 
Evapotranspiration losses from the agriculture 
area during the non-cropping season were estimated 
from Equation'19. For many crops it wa~' necessary to 
extend the kc curves to include the non-growing season 
(West, 1959). Because the kc curle for grass pasture 
seems to represent a reasonable set of values f<Jr na-
tive vegetation (Riley et ~l., 1967), this curve was 
used as a gu:l.de in the development of a simHar Kc 
curv", for phreatophyt.es. 
Effects of soil moisture on evapotranspiration. 
As was discussed earlier, as the moisture content of 
a soil is reduced by evapotranspiration, the moisture 
tension which plants must overcome to obtain suffi-
cient water for growth is increased. It is generally 
conceded that some reduction in the evapotranspira-
tion rate occurs as the available quantity of water 
decreases in the plant root zone. Studies by the 
U. S. Salinity Laboratory in Californin (Gardner and 
Ehlig, 1963) indicate that transpiration occurs at the 
full potential rate through approximately th", first 
one-third of the available soil moisture range, and 
that thereafter the actual evapotranspiration rate 
lags the potential rate. When this critical point 
in the available moisture range is reached, the plants 
begin to wilt because soil moisture becomes a limiting 
factor. 
The actual evapotranspiration rate is approxi-
mated by the two following equations which take the 

















actual evapotranspiration rate 
potential evapotranspiration rate 
limiting or threshold content of avail-
able water within the root zone below 
which the actual becomes less than the 
potential evapotranspiration rate 
Ms(t) ~ quantity of water available for plant 
consumption which is stored in the root 
M 
cs 
zone at any instant of time 
root zone storage capacity of water 
available to plants 
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Deep Percolation 
The final independent term, Gr , of Equation 13 
represents the rate of deep percolation. Percolation 
is simply the movement of water through the soil. 
Deep percolation is defined as water movement through 
the soil from the plant root zone to the underlying 
groundwater basin. The dominant potential forces 
causing water to percolate downward from the plant root 
zone are gravity and capillary forces. Water is removed 
quickly by gravity from a saturated soil under normal 
drainage conditions. Thus, the rate of deep percola-
tion, Gr , is most rapid immediately after irrigation 
when the gravity force dominates, and decreases con-
stantly, continuing at slower rates through the un-
saturated conditions. Because the capillary poten-
tial applies through all moisture regimes, deep per-
colation continues, though at low rates, even when 
the moisture content of the soil is less than field 
capacit,· (Willardson and Pope, 1963). 
Because of a lack of data in the study area re-
garding deep percolation rates in the unsaturated 
state, and in order to simplify the model, the assump-
tion was mnde that deep percolation occurs at a con-
tinual small percent, kp' of soil moisture storage 
between saturation and the limiting threshold stor-
age. Thus, for this model, the deep percolation 












Using the continuity of mass principle the hydto-
logic balance is maintained by properly accounting for 
the quantities of flow at various points within the 
system. The appropriate translation or routing of in-
flow water through the system in relationship to the 
chronological abstraction and additions occurring in 
space and time concentrates the water at the outlet 
point as both surface and subsurface outflow. As men-
tioned earlier, active network delays on the computer 
simulate the long transport time necessary fot ground-
water inflows and deep percolating waters to be routed 
to the outflow gaging station. 
Thus, the total rate of water outflow from a sub-
basin is obtained through the summation of various 










total rate of outflow from the system 
rate of total surface inflow to the 
subbasin including both measured and 
unmeasured flows 
total rate at which water is diverted 
from the stream or reservoir 
total of overland flow and interflow 
rates 
rate of outflow from the groundwater ba-
sin of routed deep percolating waters 
and subsurface inflows to the subbasin 
rate of water diversions from surface 
sources for use outside the boundaries 
of the 5ubbasin. Exports to other drain-
age basins fall within this category 
If subbasins are selected such that there exists 
no flow of subsurface water past the gaged outflow 
point, the hydro graph of surface outflow, Qso ' is 
given by Equation 25. This situation is assumed to 
exist at reservoir sites within the basin because of 
construction measures taken to eliminate subsurface 
flows under the dams which create the reservoir. For 
this reason, whenever possible, subbasins were term-
inated at the outfall of a reservoir. These sites 
thus enabled a check to be made on groundwater inflow 
rates to the subbasin as predicted from verification 
studies involving models for one or more upstream 
subbasins. 
For many subbasins the termination or outlet 
point was taken at a Geological Survey gaging station, 
and in several of these cases groundwater flow oc-
curs in the streambed alluvium beneath the surface 
channel. For these basins, the total system out-




rate of surface outflow from the sub-
basin 
rate of subsurface or groundwater out-
flow from the subbasin 
Surface outflow rates, Qso ' can be compared to the 
recorded values, but subsurface outflow rates, Qgo' 
are unmeasured and must be predicted or estimated. 
In the model described in this report, the 
groundwater outflow is estimated as a proportion of 
the total groundwater flux. The groundwater flux 
is computed by keeping track of all inflows and ef-
fluent flows that interface with the shallow ground-
water acquifer. These include influent river chan-
nel flow, canal seepage, deep percolation, pumped 
water and groundwater inflow. The net effect of 
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these variables provides the driving function for a 
linear reservoir routing subroutine. Flow routing 
through a linear reservoir is derived as follows 
from the continuity and linear storage equations: 
dS I - 0 (27) dt 
and 








k the linear routing rate coefficient 
s 
By substituting equation 28 into 27 and assuming I 
is constant ~~O = ~ dt is obtained which may then 
s 












1 t I k s 
0 
By evaluating at the limits of integration, 
.(29) 
expon-
entiating both sides and solving for 01 the final 
routing equation is obtained: 
1 
0 1 = I + (00 - I) e ks • (30) 
The routed value of groundwater flux Qob' is 
then separated into an effluent portion, Qef' which 
makes up part of the surface outflow and the ground-
water outflow, Qgo' by the equation: 
• (31) 
and 
Qef = Qob - Qgo · (32) 
where kgw is the proportion of groundwater flux that 
remains as groundwater flow. 
f. 
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Appendix B. Inpdt to and Output from a Typical Simulation Run 
Listing of Input Data Cards 
YAR OCT NOV DEC JAN ~EB MA~ APR MAY JUN JUL AU~ SEP ANN 
~HA TEMP PAECIPSNOW MLTSNOW STA PHA ETCADP PETCRDP AET SM 
UNG INPHA APIM URB IA~ PUMP INAIYER GW PHA SUA WTA AYL M&I 
CNL IEEP CNL GWI!EP ATN SPILL~AAM DELTAIL wTA TOT APLCADP 
AOUT OP GW INUABGW IN PHA GW AOUT GW E~~L ~WCH GWaTA GW 
CDMP OUTGAGE OUT DI~FRES EVAP AES INAES AREA AEG REL ACT 
STARIYER IN T~IB IN 
DIY M&I RET CNL DIV 
AET SM STA DP 
OUTCHNL !XPSU~ AN OF 
AEL CNL RELRES EXPT 
TOT AELEDM STAGCHG STAG 
PKCMI 8.1 11.1 11.1 11.1 11.1 11.1 11.1 11.1 0.1 0.1 11.1 0.1 
PDL .0183.8888.11874.0882.11882.11834.1.87.11885.11888.18115.1844.1837 
lAL~AL~A 11 18 84 83 13 88 88 1118 113 111 108 88 
2PAS+OHAY 15 13 80 58 85 80 82 81 103 1112 88 13 
3SPA GAN 28 25 25 2S 25 25 25 52 1115 12B 57 25 
4CORN+SOA 58 25 25 28 25 25 25 38 58 12 1111 11111 
5DRY BEAN 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 84 1118 11111 48 
8POTATO!S 25 25 28 28 25 25 25 31 55 108 138 131 
7TA CAOPS 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 31 84 81 81 51 
8CDY OACH II 78 88 83 73 88 18 1118 113 111 1118 II 
Cl HWMC 1 lIS 115 115 liS 185 115 115 liS 185 185 185 185 
C2 HWGW I liS 111 15 15 II 113 138 141 142 142 141 138 
C3 "NGT 3 81 78 88 II 53 53 55 81 88 77 82 83 
C4 LWGT 4 SI 41 41 35 33 33 34 31 42 48 51 51 
II OPWT Sill 111 1111 III 11111 101 11. 1111 1110 II. 11111 111 
121 1 
7 1871 1 
BUn CIIIOPS 1 
CROP7 CONT 8 
UR-UN LAND 
IAN JUAN AISOV! 
18411. 2 2521.. 3 
14111. 8 •• 11 
I. •• 








121 4 (IU,111'8.1) 
12 CDRTU, COLO. 
71 BLUI'I', UTAH 
(2U121'5.1) 
41.! 3!.8 15.1 28.8 15.1 44.7 48.3 B8.1 88.8 72.8 81.5 '2.1 
51.4 31.3 28.8 31.8 11.1 48.7 54.8 81.1 72.1 78.1 75.7 87.2 
72 CORTU 1.12 11.14 1.74 '.11 1.11 1.15 1.13 0.14 1.87 l.a3 1.45 1.81 
1.a. 1.22 1.88 '.11 11 •• 1 '.1111 •••••• 111 1.35 1.51 1.11 1.81 72 BLUI'I', UTAH 
(811,11,111".1) 





14B. 2181. 111 •• 1271. 2821. 571. 3.1. 57 •• 
14'. 121.. 4.1. 72'. a81. 18. 51. 105. 
41. 811. 2811. 251. 1111. 52. 11. 28. 
7411.17801.28701.24410.10810. 8411. 5111. 
(811,%1,111'8.1) 
713885 I 111. 
7nUII II 1711. 
7U81S II 52. 
71 IMP 11111. 
(U,%I,1II".II) 
711111 21111 158. 211811 111. 14'. 1110 78 287 I 78 au (811, II, 111'8.1) 
72 CD1 I 17... lSI 11. 7811 
(8II,1I,1I~8.1I) 
111W8 4111. 288. 188. 138. 113. 
(U, II, 111'8.') 
72311S 3 .8.S3 58.2 111.2 118.2 1'8.5 118.5 84.81 81.11118.1 17.18 311.811 58.33 
I 11'1 
II -1 I II 78 








e -, I 








































III. I. III. 
50U. 2UU. 




































JUN JUI. AU'" SEP 
FHR TEMP a PRECIP 
CROP AET J SM STR 
URI SRI' l' PUMP IN 
"I! RET II CNI. DIV 
FARM DEL 28 TAIl. WTR 
~OUT DP 32 Gill IN 
CH wlllSTR 38 will OUT 
01" •• RES EVAP 










































































































• SNOW STII 
1111 TRIB IN 
18 PHR SUR 
22 CNL Girl 
28 CROP AET 
34 PHR GW 
40 SUR RNO' 
.8 RES AREA 






































































































• UII .0114 




























CROl' LAND PHR LAND URB LAND UNO L.AND TOTAL. L.AND 
711111111. 2811. 0. 0. 72818. 
INCH TO AC-FT CONVERSION FACTORS 
5833.33301117 23'.833312 .11110000 .00111100 811188.188115 
CROP AND PHREATOPHYTE ACRES 
1 211'11. 2 252111111. 3 7000. 4 58111111. 5 7111. 8 •• 
7 700. 8 1'00. II 0. 1111 0. 11 I. 12 •• 
13 2818. 
PROP CROP AND PHR 
1 •• 1119111 2 .351111111 3 .elllllllll 4 .178111111 5 .llll11le 8 .'111'111'111 
7 .111 1 1111110e 8 .1112111110 
II .111111111110 11 .IIIPl1II000 11 .880881 12 .a08all 13 1.881111,1 
ME!'HTED CROP AND PHR COEFFICIENTS 
.782 .858 .5.8 .52~ .~m~ .718 .118 .1111 1.032 1.075 .815 .81e 
1.1" 1.81. 1.1II~1II 1.0.111 1.11II~ 1.8.111 1 •••• 1.01111 1.'la 1.01110 1.111.111 1.'1110 
HYDROLOGIC DATA 
1 11172 '1.85 37.10 25.110 3 •• ~. 38.85 47.2' 
5t.45 58.55 ell.4. 75.4. 72.81 85 •• 1 
818.'11 
I 1.72 1.75 1.'3 1.70 ••• ..1 .e7 
.18 .17 .51 .41 .27 1.25 
7.14 
3 1872 812".88 442'11.1111 855.11.88 11821111.118 104888.11' 128188." 
123".1111 8311'.118 11882'.118 138~'.1I9 282 ••• 11. 45.7 •• 1111 
'878331.110 
4 1.72 1110R.R0 11113 ••• 0 11511.'. 51' •• 1 52D •• ' 1118 •••• 
21371... 3394 •• 1118 2772.... 114..... 1854... D7.3.1. 
144'2'.110 
I 1172 212111.8' 1511111.10 2.8.... 11111.... 14..... 11111.1' 
84." 711.00 217." •• 1 78.18 321.08 
111l1t.1II 
8 187. 17181.81 858.8. '11.1110 780 •• 1 78111 •• ' 873 •••• 
351135... 77375.1118 8517111.111' '4141.18 24253 •• 1 •• 8115.01 
298478.110 
7 11172 4311.1118 
1417.n 
2727'1.110 






















1185111 •• II1II 
583211.09 
Output (Continued) 
SAN JUAN ABOVE BLUFF 
151/1 -I 1/1 II) 7!! .1I/I0E+01 .111l0E-IIl!! 
PAR 1 2 3 <4 !! 5 7 8 ; 1121 
.1l1!II!I .<41/10 28.000 30.000 3.A00!!011/1.010'201/100.0 1.2110 .111011 .011 
•• IU 3.11110 15.000 1. £Ill 0 .000 .IlIIlA .050 .0011 .151/10 .800 
.!!00 1.;1110 1.1I'0Pl .000 .11100 .1110111 .11100 .00111 .1110111 1.0I/I1Il 
1.111l1li 1.UP' 1.UIII 1.01110 1.UIII 1.000 .!!I00 .3110 .000 .000 
.0"1/1 .1/lIII0 ,0U .0210 .000 .01110 .00111 .0U 1.1/10111 .00111 
.0U .000 .1II1II0 .01/l11J .01110 .0U .00111 .01110 .01110 .01/1111 
IDTM 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
eMS .011111 
.'!lUI .01110 .1!I11IB .1111!10 .IIIU .111110 .I/IU .0111B .01!10 .1!lI0 .1/100 
UN JUAN Alevl ILU" 'IAR 11'1 
NAYIR 
YU DC' NOY DIC JAN '11 MAR A~R MAY JUN JUL AU' 
n, ANN 
• 'HR TIM' 4 ••••• ., .... ...... •••• 11 II •••• .'.11' II •••• •••••• ..... 1 7'.11' , ..... e ...... IU.III' I ~Rle" 
.. '" 
..... I.'" •••• •••• •• 71 .... .1" ,I" .UI .1" I.ISS '.U4 
• 'NON MLT •••• •••• •••• , ....
.... .11 • •••• .... • ••• 
.... •••• . ... 1.7 •• 
• INON ,TR •••• •••• .. '" ,II' • 11' •••• .... •••• •••• . ... .... • ••• • ••• 
• 'MR n •• 11, ,1'1 . '" •••• .'" 1.171 ..... •• 1 •• ••••• 7.111. 1,'51 ••••• U •• II 
• CRa, ,n •• '13 •••• ... • 111 •••• I ... " ••••• I.'" ' •• 11 '1'" ••• u 3,'" 31,22' 
, eRO' An 
.. '" ,I" .... • IU •••• ... ., 
..... 1,71' ••••• _,I" 1.7&1 1.112 2 •• IU3 
• 'M ITR ..... 11,1" '.11t 
••• 71 1.'.7 1,111 .. , .. ..... 1,1" , .... .11' I.U' '.4'" 
I _IVIR IN ,,,11. U.II. ...... • 111 ... ....... II ..... ...... 1111 •• ...... UII •• I ..... 4 •• ". 17.111, 
.. TRII IN ..... .UI. 
''''. 
1,1, • 1 •• II.". .. 171 • II .... 17711. II •••• II ... s,n. ..U.I. 
II UNa IN 114 ••• "7'. ••••• ..... 7711. U7l • III. .17. . ". .,: III • . .... IIU ••• 
.. 'H_ ~"" .... • '1. • • •••• Ie. • II • ... II • • U. n • IU. "'7. II URI U, •• •• •• '. •• I • •• •• ' . I. I • I. I. 
•• 'UM~ IN •• •• •• •• '. • • 
.. ' . •• " •• 
.. I • 
.. _IYII IN •• •• •• ' . •• • • •• •• ' . 
I • .. I. I • 
II ~HR ,UR II. •• ". I. U. 
.... .... • 1 •• IU • lin. 1111. 511. 51' •• 
17 • T~ AVL 'tl.,. 
'''" . 
....... 111171 • IIlSa •• '.111'. •••••• 111." • .. , .... .:1&14. .'I.a • '5715. "'1217 . II HII DIV •• ' . •• ' . I. •• •• •• I • I. I. I. I. II Mil ~IT •• •• I • •• . . •• •• ' . I. I. I. . . I. II C"L DI·V . "... .... IU • 711 • ,. .. .7al. lin •• ·m~:: 1 .. 71. .1&' •• uua. 11115. USUI. 
.. CNL '11' ..... .... a .... •••• a14. a •• I. 1.37 •• •••••• 
.7 •• 1. 171l. &171. ..IS7 •• 
Ii eWL I. •• •• •• '. 
I. • • " '. '. 
I. .. I. . .
II lEI' RTN 17.a. S711. lSI •• II •• • u. .11 •• •• 1 •• • 1711. ••• 7 •• 1I11t. • UU • lI.a7 • "'111 • 
I. 
'''LL •• '. I. •• 
I. • • •• ' . I. " " 
I • I. 
U 'AIM DIL II.". IU. .... "' . • 1 •• SU •• IS •••• . "". nili • I ..... 14SU. ".11. 177115. 
• 1 TAIL NTR ••••• I' •• ". II • 
... 1.". 4111. ••••• 711 •• 5171 • 1111. 2.13. 3114"3. 
., TOT "L 11117 • ,,&1. III. • 1 ••• ••••• . ".. 17.11 • 17 •••• 14 .... .Ull • U .... 17a,'. 1I1.'S. 
II eRG' AIT ..... ..... 117 •• 114 •• ..... "17. • un • II .... a"'I. "'7t • .... 1. UII •• .,UU • 
I' 1M 'T~ u .... IIU •• , ..... U.,I. a4l'1. • •• 7 •• 1117 •• 1 ••••• lI.a7. .1.,1. "". 117'. 1171. II· DP 1111. .... "I. .... 11.7 • illS. 1'.1. ... a •• 1117 • 17'1. • U. '1. n.13 • II ROUT U, •• n. 1111. •••• 7 ... • ••• 1 •• 7. ..... 1511 • 14131. 11117. 171t. all. 12171. II IN IN '111. II'. .... UI • .U. II. 1417 • ..... a7al • 1211. I •••• "'1. 27a7S. II U .... IN •• I. " •• I • •• .. I. •• .. I • .. I • .. PH- •• • 7. •• .'. •• II. UI • 11 •• • 7 •• III • '". • n. III. 1117 • II ROUT IN III". 1117. III •• .... 1117. .,. . 1117. • 1111. I"". nil • 5 •• ,. •• 7 •• 57111. .. • "L IN UII1 • 1S17. 1111. "I. U17. 17 •• II.'. I"., '7'''. Sll •• !.I •• 4.7 •• 177 ••• 
I' CH I.ITR •• ' . •• •• 
I. .. •• ' . •• I. •• 
I. . .
aI IN OUT •• •• ' . •• 
I • • • I. •• ' . '. •• •• I • 18 eHNL .. , •• •• " '. 
I. • • I • •• •• I. •• I • 
.. 
•• 'UR INa, ...... 'U7 •• ....... ... u'. 111111. u.n •. •••••• 71111. IIla.4. u •• a. a ..... Slili • I •• , •• , • 
•• CDM~ OUT ...... 1 .. 7 •• IIU.S • 'IIU'. • nl,.. u .. u. I .. n. "'11 . lI.a ••• 11.1 •• uu •• 11111. • .... 7. 
• 1 .. II OUT ...... ...... • IIU •• 11.11' • ....... U.SI •• ...... • 11 ... ....... 17"1. I.S ••• SlU8. • •••••• 
.a D'" -,,'1 •. "71 . ..... IU7. "11. "U' . -.1 ••• .11' •. • "1', ·'U7 • I ••• ... ". ··leI21. 
alJ • '.1." OAH • ·lltll.1 
, .. NL 'L PH D' 
• II . ..... I •••••• • ••••• 
• II ...... ........... • •••••••• , II III ••••••••• • •••••••••• s •••••••• 
PHUE 1 PMIN. 751.;72 
PAR 1 2 ;, 
" 
!! 5 7 8 ; 11/1 
.1II1II .dl 28.101 JIJ.I!IIJIII 3.111II!!1J1II0.I/IIIS21J1/I1J1II.1/I 1.21/11 .1/1111111 .000 
".1111 3.1011 8.UI 1.1!I1I1II .101/1 .1/11/10 .1/15111 .1/1l/1l/I .818 .80111 
.15111 1.811111 1.1/111 .1110111 .1!I00 .IU .1/11/11 .1111/1111 .1/1110 1.000 
1.1111 1.101/1 1.8111/1 1.fl00 1.flU 1.UI/I .Irn .301/1 .rnll .01/1111 
.1111 .1111/1 .1/1l1l/I .811111 .11110 .1111/1" .1111/1111 .11100 1.111l1l/I • flllJI!l 
.111 .10111 .II!IIJ .IU .00111 .01111 ,1/JI/J0 .01110 ,010 .UI/I 
II' LV PAl' OBJ OAH GRAD 
!! 1 .l1li1/1 ;1/12.U<4 -"7!!83.882 .l/1l/I1/1 
!! 2 .151/11 858.11711 -<4U58,882 -88.'2; 
5 
" 
1.II1I/I1 823.71/12 -373<411.882 -71/1.5!!. 
!! • 1.5111 7;5.353 -322<42.878 -!!4.577 !! 5 2.1/JI/J1/I 775.;82 -2713!!.878 -38.802 
!! IS 2.5II1II 78!5 •• U -22128.8815 .-22.;27 
!! • "I 3.U. 781.972 -15;21.888 -7.0!!2 5 8 3.51/11 7815.3841 -1181'.8815 8.823 
15 II <4.01!11J 778.733 -5707.885 2<4.15118 
!! 11 '.50-111 7;;.02111 -1511J111.885 <421.!!7<4 
8 1 .UI/I 15S15.31U -2!!<421.8!!5 .I11III111 
8 2 5 00 .1/111/1 15S18.8<4; -U!!71.8!!!! .01/18 
8 3 1100 ,101 712.731 -23721.8!!5 .U8 
15 <4 UI!lIJ.1!IIJ1 707.5!!2 -22871.855 .UII 
7 1 1 !!l!IlII/I.UI/J 841<4.173 -U;71.878 .B0111 
7 2 l!!SU.1!IIJ1IJ 83!!.2!53 -111888.888 -.11117 
7 
" 
1(5100. f!I!lllJ 828.<48; -1113151.885 -.017 




7 6 1 7!5I/JfJ .000 801.128 -18448.888 
-.0115 
7 7 18011H!1.000 792.5188 -18141.888 
-.0115 
7 8 18150111.000 784.999 -17838.8815 
-.0115 7 
" 
1 PI!l00. 00" "7.188 -171531.888 -.0115 
7 1111 191500.000 715".4"2 -17228.888 -.015 
7 -. 11 20000.000 7151.972 -115921.888 
-.015 
7 12 2(lJ511l0.000 7154.807 -115518.888 
-.014 
7 13 21000.00111 747.3U -115311.888 
-.014 
7 14 211500.000 740.344 -18008.888 
-.014 
7 1:1 221!100.000 733.4415 -1 !'l701. 885 
-.013 
7 16 22500.0U 7215.704 -15398.888 
-.013 7 17 231'101i1.000 720.118 
-150"1.888 -.013 
7 18 231500.000 713.15815 -14788.8815 ... 1Il12 
7 19 24001i1.000 707.409 -14481.888 
- .012 7 2I1l 24!501l.1!I1IJ11I 701.288 -141715.8815 
-.IIl12 
7 21 250011J.000 8"15.323 -13871.888 ... 011 
IAN JUAN AlOYE ILU,' YUR 1172 
w"UIt 
YAW OCT NOY DIC J.N 'EI OOR . ,~ 0 .. JUN JU~ 'UG IE. .NN 
I 'HR T!M, • ,.1'. a7 .... . ,,," 3I.aa • 31 .... ",UI 111 .... III.'" 81.381 '!I.3" 72.l1li' u.nl 51.8a' 
I 'R!CI' 1.7SS 1,131 1.711 .... •••• • 178 ,1'5 .171 .511 .US .17' 
l.aSl 7,1' • 
3 'Na •• ~ T .... ,III •••• 1.ln .... .111 
.... .... .11 • .... 
• ••• • ••• 1.'11 
.. 'NOIII IU .11 • .1.1 1.711 .171 •• 11 .111 •••• •••• . ... . ... • ••• • ••• .u, 5 'H. IT 1.151 .U5 .51:1 .12' 
.'" 
1.171 1.81, .,ne '.115 7.515 1.'58 ...... lI.ns 
• CRa, 'IT 1,113 ,8" • UI .332 •••• 1.'17 1.1" 3.711 '.211 1.170 IItU' I.'" 35.12' 7 CRa, UT 1,ln ,I" ,UI • 331 ..... 1.417 I.U' 3.71\ I.IU '.'" 3,711 a.112 21.143 
• 1M ITR I.ZII 11,"5 5.21' '.171 5.117 S.UI 5.'55 ' .... 
5.1.' l .... .15. 1.U' ••• 5. 
• RIYU IN 112". UUI, ,5518. lun •• 1 ...... llllU. 113111. ':Utl. IIU •• lUU. uaet. .U78. 11133' • 
\I TRII IN ttll. 8831. '15'. 511. SU. lUIt. 11"1. In ••• '7'11. lUll. liS •• 571J. U ••• 8. 
II UNG IN UU5. . " .. lue • 1131. u ••• 3271. 282, 21' • Ill. I. 221. t35l. eelDt. 
U 'H" ",.,.. • U. a.l • I. ,U, u ... n. IS. II. Ill. .'. n. tu. it77. 
U URI IR' I. I. I. I. I. I. I. I. I. I. I. I. I. 
U 'UM' IN I. I. I. I. .. I. I. I • I. I. I. I. I. 
U RIYER 'N I. I. I. I. .. I. I. I. I. I. '. I • .. 
II ,HIt IUR II. I. U. I. n. 31 •• .21. 551. IU, 1115. 1115. 511, 517 •• 
I' III'" AVL 1.1.t. 'IIIU. u .. • •• IU1.1. 11UU. I.nu. II .... UUtt. lot, .... .UI •• ""3. 15,11. lIU137. 
U Mil DIY I. I. I. I. I. I. I. I. I. I. I. .. .. 
U M&! ItIT I. I. I. I. I. '. I. 
I. .. I. .. I. I. 
21 COL DIY u •••• UI. .... "I. 711 • 1731. JSUS, ,'ue. '51' •. .4311', uaS3. 2Iet5. .. •• 42. 
1\ CN~ IU' I .... 1 ... U •• n •• 3". utt. lU',. UUI. 2U55. 1,a.1. .'1\ . "71. U8171. 
II CN~ ,. I. I. I. I. .. I. I • I. I. '. I. I. I. 
n su, nN I'U. 17lJ. 1118. US. 511. I'''. un. I"". 2157 •• 1111 •• lnu. 1107. UI~22. 
to I,I~~ I. I. I. I. .. .. I. I. ' . I. I. I. I. 
n 'UM a!~ Ull •• 511. .... • 5 •• . ". SUI. lUI •• ....... nUl. .5812 • U'51 • 12'U. 117a85. 
II TU~ .TR ••••• uti ". fl. fl. 1"'. .su. '111. 7UI • 5172. UII. 1'13. 15.S1. ., TaT .,~ 11117. •• u. 111 • nat. '112. "5a. 17.11, 375 ... U251. .;"111. Ull'. I,a,.. 1130'1 • 
II CRa, .IT IU2. UII. 117 •• 1 •••• 21 ... '181. lISt3. aUII. UI'l. . ..". u'n. 11152. 17at ••• 
It SM STR u .... JUU. n., •. 3.18 •• "IS". Itt, •• 11571. , ... 1. 11127, 111". "l1li. S"I, et7 •• 31 a' \III. .... 781 • " .. 11.7. Ufl. 15.11. 1.1111. 2517 • 1711. 111. fl. 2113J. 
31 RaUT a' 5111. lUI. • U. 7 ••• .... . .., . -utt. UU. 1'51 •• .511. I'" . 3at. US75. n •• IN UU • U'. UI. U', lU. SI. 1'11. 8 .... 3718, uu. u ... .571. 27271. 
n URI'N IN I. •• I. I. •• I • I • I. I. I. I. '. .. U 'Hit G,w I'. I. 3 •• I. II. U2. III. 271. 312. "8f. 4311. au. tU7. n RaUT 'N 11111. \51'. 1111. U'. UI7. " .. IJ17. 'Dl2. 171". uu. 5UI. • .,1. 5772D. It [',~ ,. UU'. 11117. lU •• ue. U17. 174. aU7. 1111. 17177 • nUl 52 ••• .,71. 57'1' • 
37 CH GNI" I. I. I. •• .. '. ' . '. 
I. I. •• '. • • 31 Ihl CUT I. '. I. •• '. .. 
I. '. I. '. '. .. I. 31 C~N~ !I' •• I • .. I. I. I. '. I. .. I. I. I. .. U IUR HMO' luet. U57 •• '1'3045. \2ua4. 111171. UIl521. '1118. 7U13. 1113 ... 11"2. 315 ••• sasa,. .ea51,. 
•• CO"' OUT ".1' • '1571. un4-'. 12ua •• IU571. 13S5I3. .... ,. 7uas, lin ... U.'2. 115'1. 52527. U2577. 
ott GAG! OUT "510. '.11 •. 11.,,0. lUlU. UI5.'. 1115 ... u .... 1 .. 1 •• IU .... 171". 11S.t. SI3U. tl4'4'. 
U al" -Ulal. n7l. • 15 •• uae. 117l. uln. .'S.'. ·'171 • .'7115, .UI7. 1.1. -S1ll2, -US71. 
PMAS! 2 PMIN- eU.~04 PAR 1 2 3 4 15 8 7 8 
" 
1111 
.111110 .400 28.011l1/l 30.11100 3.11100 • 001/1S2!501110. 0 1.200 .0I1l11l .1l1l1I0 
4.000 ~.000 8.000 1.000 .1110111 .00111 • 111 15 III .01110 .1500 .800 
.15011 1.QU 1.000 .000 .000 .00111 .000 .000 .1U0 1.000 
1.000 1.000 1.rn0 1.000 1.000 1.1/100 .011l0 .~011 .01110 .000 
.0110 .000 .01U .12100 .000 .000 .000 .000 1.000 .000 
.000 .000 .0l1li/) .0011l .000 .011l1/l .0011l .01110 .000 .000 IP L.V PAR 08J OAM GRAD 
!! 1 .1'.1 01!1 7n.8!51 -!5~I1l13.8!51 .000 
!! 2 • !51110 7415 •• 74 -47Q08.851 -SI4.715~ 
15 3 1.000 707.03!! 
-4279".8151 -78.878 
15 4 1.!l00 8715.1533 
-37I5U.8!59 -83.002 15 !5 2.000 15!!1.970 -32!!8!!.85!! -47.127 
IS 15 2. !!I 00 15315.3.4 
-27478.8!5!! 
-31.2!!1 15 -. 7 3.000 1528.15!!!5 




4.000 15~7 .1!IP2 
-121157.81515 18.37. 15 10 4.50111 8153.217 -7050.8515 32.2150 8 • 1 .1211110 82S.85!! -22371.8155 .1/100 
15 2 110111.11100 832.000 
-21521.8511 .008 8 ;, 111100.000 836.083 
-20571.8515 .I11III8 15 4 11500 .11lB0 840.904 
-U821.8!!5 .01119 
7 1 1!5000.1'J00 7".1505 -28471.847 .0011l 7 2 1I5!!111H1l.0121121 768.15815 
-28188.81515 
-.1lI17 7 ;5 16000.000 759.821 
-27881.81515 
-.1Il17 7 4 1 15!!11lB. 000 7151.212 -27!!158.8!55 





7 II l"5111fl1.1/J01!l ,,;,..45111 -21151411.855 -.0U 
7 7 l81/J11H1. fIl/JlII 72fl.:518 -211541.855 -.111111 
7 (I l851!11!1.IIIU 718.~~1 -2113311.855 -.01S , II ISII/J 1!10 • In "10 .5U -280:5 1. 855 -.015 
7 10 1851!11!1.tIJ0l11 702.824 -257211.855 -.015 
7 11 UIIIU.IIIU lID 5.:5U -25421.855 -.11115 
7 12 U5e11.IIU 1187.ng -251111.855 -.014 
7 13 2l111u.eu 1111'1.7:50 -24811.855 -.014 
7 14 U 5l1li. en 117:5.11711 -24511111.855 -.014 
7 15 uelll.eu 11l1li.778 -242m 1. 855 -.1/J13 
7 15 21251!11!1.1Il1lll!l 1111111.0311 -2Ugll.855 -.013 
7 17 2UeII.IU 115:5.448 -2:55511.855 -.12113 
7 18 2351!11!1.eu 547.017 -232811,855 -,012 
7 18 241!11!1111,IIU 114e.741 - 225181, 855 -,012 
7 2m 2451!11!1.I!II!IIl 534. 112m -2211711.855 -,012 
7 • U 25e00,e01 IIU.I555 -U371,855 -.011 
IAN JUAN AlDvl ILU" YU' ",. 
WAT!" 
VA' DCY NDY DIC JAN 'U MAl A'" MAY JUN JU~ AUg .V ANN 
I '.1 TIM. •••••• '7 .••• .s .... 11,111 3 ...... ".UI Sl.U' ,1,1" ".311 7',.ee '1,51' ".811 51.12' I '"ICI. I.'" I.n. 1.7', .... •••• .1" • ••• ,17' ,1111 ,.u .17. 1.255 7,1'4 a INOIII MLT .... .... •••• 1 .... • IS' .111 • ••• . ... .... •••• • ••• . ... I.re • 
• INaw ,TII •••• .... 1.7" ,.77 .... •••• •••• . ... • ••• •••• • ••• • ••• • ••• I liMN IT 1.111 •• u .IU •• It .", I.'" I •••• '.IU 11.1.5 7,51' 1.'511 ••••• U.IU 
• cia, ,If 1."1 .... •• 11 .u • •••• 1 •• 1' 1.1" 1,711 1.111 II'" I,'" 1 ••• 7 u.2Z8 
, CID' AlT 1.'" ,s •• .... .nl I'" 1.'17 1 ... 1 3.'1. . .... 1 •• 3. 3.711 2.111 28,1'1 
• 1M ITI ••••• · •••• e I •• " 8.17. ...., I.U' I.'" ..... !.l" 1.'U .~U 1.1" ••• U 
• Inll IN • 1.··. ...... . "... UI •••• It ••••• I ...... . . .. , .a, ••. II .. '. UU'. U21 •• .", .. '71331. II TIll IN ..... .. U • I,S •• IU • B ••• lUll. • 1"', II ..... ." ... lU ••• 1.5 •• B7'~. UU.I. II UNI IN ••• al. . ".. I"' . 1'1' • ••••• 31'1. .1 •• ea,. Ill. .. UI. 2351. "112 • 
'I 'H_ I"'" • U. 1'1 • •• •••• u •• II • II. ... UI. 17. n. 18 •• 1177. U UII II' I. •• .. ' . '. I • I. '. I. I. I. .. .. I' 'UN' IN •• I. '. ' . " •• I. •• '. .. I. ' . .. II IIYU ,. •• •• .. •• . . •• .. I. '. •• I. .. ' . .. ,HI lUI ... I • II • '. n. a.,. '.1. .... .... 11 ••• uu. 5U. 517., 
" 
NTI AWL .. , ... •• IU • 11 •• • •• III'''. I ... n. 141111. .. , ... IIUIl. U7II •• UU •• '7In. ...... ilIOn" II "II DIY '. I. I. I. '. •• •• •• I. I • •• .. . ... Mil lIT •• '. I. • • •• •• •• I. '. . . •• I. .. II CN~ DIY '7 •••• .... "I. 7" • , ... .7i11. a ..... '7171. list". .Ilt •• U211. II"!. anu •• 
II CN~ In' ••••• a ••• U4. II' • n •• I .... .. ., .. unl. .. .... 17U •• 1711. 1271. UI1'1, .. CN~ •• •• I. •• ' . • • •• •• '. '. '. •• I. I. n In' IT. .,1 . 1711. 11 ... • ••• IU. 17 ••• ..al. I"". ."71. III ••• UU •• 1101' • U1222. .. I'I~~ I • •• '. '. I. I. •• •• .. I • I. I. . .n ~U" DI~ UI". IU. •••• •••• •••• .1 ••• IU ••• .1 •••• 11111. 111'1. USIIi • 1 •• ". 1".15. II TAi~ .,. ••••• III. 17 • II. ... ...,. .111. ..... '1.1, 5.7 •• 1111. ula. ;SS.Sl. I' TOT A.~ na.7. ..... I ••• III •• '1.1 • '7iS1. 17 •••• I' .... UIII. 11111. Ulll. 17210. .Ia.'l. 
'1 CID, AIT ..... II ••• I" •. , .... • •••• ...,. 11111. u •••• II •••• ... , .. IIna. 121.2. I' ..... .. 1M IT. 1 ••••• II •••• I ••••• 141.'. 1 .. 7 •• .." .. lae,.. . ...... "'.7. 1117 •• • •••• '171, ,'7'. 31 0' Ull. .... , ... •••• ".7. "'1 • IHI. I~III. 15.7. 1711. all. ... ae,aa • al ROUT D' lin. UII. •••• , ... •••• "47. a •• a. 1111 • ..S ••• 1t.7. 17IS. 311. a2'7S • II .. IN ,'11. •••• .... 11 •• ua. ... 1'17. • •••• 171 •• 1111. II ... "'I . 27271. II UI"N IN I. '. I. '. •• •• •• •• I • I • •• •• I. 10 OIl" ,. ar. •• II. I • II. 111. I". .,.. II •• • ••• 'IS. IU. 2217 • 18 lOUT •• U1U. 11117. ••••• . ... III'. . , .. 1117. .. ... 17177, Ilau. Sl.,. ''''. '7721 • I. I"~ •• .. , .... 1117, III'. • ••• 1117. . , .. II.P. ..... 17177. 1111 • S"I. ..". 57'1'. I' CM ,,,TI •• •• •• • • " •• •• •• •• • • I. '. I • II I. OUT •• .. •• • • •• • • •• I. •• I • '. I. I • I' C"~~ II' •• '. •• •• I. • • •• •• •• I. " '. I • •• lUI 1.0, ...... IU7I. 11110 •• 1111'" IlIIPa, UIIU. ...... PIIII. 111114. II .... us.,. IISI7. '121577. 
.. COM' aUT ....... IU7 •• 1 .. 101 • III .... II .. Pa. IUIII. ...... PU ••• 1111 ... II~" • liS ••• 511127. .11577 • 
• 1 IAII OUT • 11". "U' . 111111. IItlll. II ..... """. ...... III ••• II ..... IPI,. • IU ... 5832 •• .. ..... 41 01" • 11.11. . '''. ." .. 1 •••• IlPa. IIln • ... 1 ••• .1.,1. ."". -.1.7 • ...,. -all •• _11371. 
INITIAL. VECTORS 
PHASE 1 2 3 4 
OISJ 1111. ;"2 528.5515 1528.155' 
PAR 
1 ,II1II111 ,lII0e .00e 
2 .4110 ,4el!! .40111 
3 28.eee 28.el!ll!l 28,01!l1a 
4 u.en U.01!10 30.01110 
II :5,eU 3.U0 :5,000 
II 511110.0II1II .ee0 ,0ee 
7 2PJ01!11!1.Ue 250fJ1l.000 2501!10.01!!0 
• 1.2110 1.200 1.21/10 II .81110 .UI!! ,10111 
11 .801 , eee ,,01110 
11 4.110111 4.000 4.000 
12 :5. eee :5,000 :5 .I!II!IIII 
U e.I!!U !S,00B e, eu 
14 1.0110 l.eB0 1,000 
15 .e00 • I!IfIlIII .1111110 
111 .IIIBI!! .0elll ,UIII 
17 • I!! 5111 ,1115111 .11150 
18 ,ee0 .000 .BlIle 
18 • eel!! ,II I!IfIl ,111110 
21 ,8BIII ,80e .81/10 
22 
Output (Continued) 
21 • !SIJII .5ee .!S'III 
22 1,lIn 1.ne 1. gee 
n 1,1110 1.lIIee 1.1118111 
u , en .eu .ue 
25 .elll Ieee , rlll'lII 
28 .eu ,au .UIII 
27 ,en .8I2Ie • 8121 a 
28 ,elll .18121 .flllII 
20 .I!IIIJI .l!IIIJe .ue 
:\0 1. !IIU l.efle 1.UIII 
:\1 1,081 1,rnl 1.18e 
:\2 1.1111 1.elllll 1.!!!1II111 
n lIen 1.IU 1.10e 
:\. 1. eu 1.01110 1.111011l 
n 1,ue I. In 1.e00 
:\11 1,ne l,en 1,eel 
37 • ell III .lIel .IIII!IIII 
u .3ee .3P11 .300 
U ,fie. .01110 .1111110 
.111 .I/IU ,UIII .111I11III 
'1 .1118111 .IIIIIJIII .01110 
'2 • elll .ue .ll!Ie 
0 .l'8e ,ee0 .eee 
.. .elll • leI .IIJI!IIII 
.5 ,UII ,U0 .e00 
.11 .nlll .00111 .lI00 
.7 .IIIU .ee21 .111'121 
•• .lIIl11e • e0111 .1111/1111 
'I' l.ue 1.1I1!121 1.2100 51 .eu .l!Iell .1II1!1111 
51 .11181 .lI00 .1!I00 
52 .lIn ,00111 .1I1l11!1 
53 ,11180 .eee ,Ifill 
5. .en .U0 ,1II1!10 
55 .0n .210111 ,00111 
5& ,au .0021 .e00 
57 .ue .U0 .e00 
!l8 .1'8111 • BIle .18ra 
51 .1l1II .UIl .18e 
ee .ue .eee .IIJI!II 
23 
Appendix C. FORTRAN Listing of the Computer Program BSAM 
GENERAL. HYDROLOGY MODEl.. .. SIAM. 7/15118 
COMMON/BLK I/LABL (ee), AGW (2'), eMS (12), ~KCMI (12) ,IOTM C 12) ,BASIO C I" , 
IRES 0'), PR (120), POL (12) ,C'C (12), P'C Cl2), CP'C C2S,12), HOG (20), 
lOUT (15121,13) IBLK2/MANG, ~JCRI'H, UB, Nse, IYRB, IIIVF!, I yAN, I<R, I~ES, IQGO, iII H, 
3I(MN, IC/oIV, JMN, JMX, SMU, IMI N, COIliV, COlli ltv , CDNUR, co~u~, TOLF, DUM (13) , I TMl( 
S/BLK3/HDClS,I2,Il 
CDUBLE PRECISION LABL,OLABI,DLAB2 
OIMENSION XIN ee, 12l1!l , )fMI'J (121121), l(PM C 10121), OF (100) ,OBI eli), 1II0P (6) , 




I'CITY.L.f,,,.OR.nY.GT,li)GO TO !jig 
GOTD (4, ~,8, se,e, 25), ITY 
EXPLANATION OF OPTIONS 
nU1F/fAD DATA WITH OATPR 
IP\...l BASIC ONL.Y 
_2 SU8ASIN ONLY 
_3_. RESERVOIR DATA 
.5 SUIUSIN w~ HYDIltO\..OGY 
I"'''T-" ECHO PRINT INPUT 
IF,,,T., SUPPRESS PRINT 
IT._2 READ INITIAL SfT UP-OPERATE '1110 
IPL NOT USED 
ICOI...l 812! COl. P~INTER 
ICOL..a 132 COL. prUNTER 
PRINT 
1pRT-11I PRINT wATER !HOWIN,G !H"F ICOI...1 e,a COL P~I~TER 
-1 SUPPRESS OIFF PRI~TING -2 132 COL J>~I"'ITER 
-2 SUPPRESS ALI.. PlRINT 
ITY.3 REPEAT wITIoi SAME DATA 
IPRT ANO ICClI.. SAME AS UNDER lTY-2 
ITY." INTERACTIVE SElRCI-I ~ClDE 
IPI.. • MA"'G O!"TION 
IPRT AND IeOL. UME AS IT'll .2 
%Tv.!! REAO PlARAMETERS ONLY.OPERATE AND PR1"'1" 
IPL NOT US!O 
IPRT AND leol.. !U,JotE lS lTh2 
ITh8 PATTERN SE.lRCI-t "'OOE 
IPL. ... ANG OPlUON 
IPRT AND ICOL. SAJotE AS lTh2 
READ DATA WITH OATPIiI 
4 C.lI..L. OATPACI"'l..d"'RT,ICOLl 
GO TD I 
~!AO SUBASIN DATh"'AAAJotETERS ... OPERATE AND "'RI""T 
"EAO CKR, 200) NPR, HANG, IRES, laGe, I Tf'lX, TOL.F, ,,101 
"ITEce,22n (BASIDCI),I'I.1 S) 
22' FORMU(I"IUA') 
WRITE (8,200) NPR, !1ANG, IRES, IQGO, I TM., TOL.',.11 
READ [I<R,201 )0L.AR1, erOTf" (I), 1.1,12) 
201 'ORM.TC2XH.1212) 
READ (ICR, 202) DLlB2, (CMS (I 1, 1.1,12) 
202 FORMU(2XABo12 FS,3) 
READ PARAMETERS ONLY Op'ION lTv.;, 
e AEAD(I(R,21113)CPR(L.),1...1,~"'R) 
203 FORMAT (UFe, 3) 
WRlT!C8,2215) 0,1.1,10) 
ue FORMAT[1X3HPARI.,DI8) 
WRIT!(e,204) (PR(I) "'I,NPR) 
204 FORHAT(lXlBFe,3) 
WRITE(e,21B1)DLAB1, (lOTM(I), 1-1,12) 
WRITE (e, 202) OLAB2, (CMS C 1),1'1,12) 
DO 10 I·l,NP" 
XIN(101)'PRCIl 
II CDNTINUE 
CALL. HVOSM (IpRT, ICOl, OBJ, OAH) 
t, (MANG.lE.0)WRITECe,21l18)OBJ,O .... 
GO TO I 
INT!~.CTlVE SE'-CH MODE 
IS M.NG'IPL 
18 CALL INTACT(NPR,NL,IPRT,ICOL.,"''') 
GO TO I 





INITUL.IZE PI'4, p~, AND NL 





27 RfAD Cl(~, tllfI' NPS, ""PH, (NOP (I.) , L.l, N~H) 
IAe FOM~H [un) 
1'(NpH.L.E.III.0R.NPH.GT.', GO TO 1 
~PS IS NO OF PA~AMETERS TO 8E SE.RCHED 
~PH IS NO OF PHASES. NOP IS RESETTING OPTION FO< EACH PHASE 
IF NOP • 0 RESET TO INITIAL, IF • I RESET TO BEST LOC •• 
IF(NPS,NE,3em) GO TO 2" 
CAL.L. HYDSMCI"'RT,ICOL,OBJ,OAtoI) 
WRITE (e, 206) 08J, OAH 
ame FORMATCSHilC'IBJ .Fl!5.2,!5X5HOAH -FI5.1) 
GO TO 27 
2" DO 2B l'I,NP8 
REAO(KR,10t) L,NL.L.,PL.I..,PHL 
I~I FONMAT[2I4,2EI",S) 




PH (L) ''''HL 
as CONTINUE 
OBlCll'OBJ 
AM • O.Ii 
INITULIZE MINIMUM CONDITIONS 
pHMN·OBJ 
!"AMNIOBJ 





D' CLl. (P" (L)-PL CL» I.L 
3!IJ CONTINUE 
wRITE nUT HEAOINGS FOR Fll" NL. PL PH AND OF 
WRITE(fII,102) 
1(lI2 FOHMATC1l'~0 .. x,3HPU,3.2~Nl10Xt'HPLI3x2HPMI3X2 ... 0F' 
DO 3~ L.L..l, NID'S 
L .PII'" elL.) 
WRITE ee, 103) L., lolL. (L), PI. CLl ,PIHL.) ,0' CL.) 
103 FOHMAT( lXI1,I~,3F15.5) 
3S CONTINUE 
IF CNPS.GT.l' GO TO 39 
J.NP (1 J 
NL,U.NI.. (J).1 
tI"(NI..O.U:.1l GO TO :21 
'dlTEce,Ue) 
108 , OHM AT (3 )1211 I P!X 2Hl v .. X3HP A" 12 1I31'10BJ 12 x 31'10 AM !1I14M!;R AD) 
00 3e I.1,PIIlO 
.1.1-1 
InOF(J).EQ.f.JGO '1'0 2' 




IF(I,EO.I)GO TO H 
I'(O'(Jl.EQ.fl.) GO Tn ~, 
GOAD. (08J'OBJ I) 10' (J) 
C"I:.C" 'DR CONSECUTIVE IMPROVEMENT A~D IF NOT IMP~OVED FOR 3 TIMES 
'l'HE~ TEFtMI~ATE SEARCH 
IF(G •• O,LT,e,)GO TO 36 
~L.MdlL.M·l 
GO TO 3' 
35I'(NL"'.GT.PI)NLM." 
31 WAITE(e,10" J,I,pFt(J),CBJ,OAH,GRAO 
Ie' FOJrt"'lTC2XI3,2XI3,'10.:3,:!I'15.3' 
IFC~LO.EQ,2) GO TO 2' 
IFC~LM.GT.3)GO TO 27 
3B CONTINUE 
GO TO 2' 
8EGIN "'''USE LOOP 
351 OOliJD'I 1<-I,NPH 
TAKE NEIoj PAG! J/AITE PI-lAS! ONE INITIAL VECTOR 
WRITE ee, 104)I<,PHMN, CI, 1.1,1111) 
10" '01'''''' C 1104 121f'X!!Io4PHAS!I:3, 2li15HPM IN_, 15.31 t X3H"'ARI2, DIa) 
WRITE (15,105) (XI"! (IC., L.) ,l.1 ,N"'R) 
U~ 'ORMi.TC1l'UF8.3) 
WRITE ee, Uti) 
BEGI~ "'Aff L.OOP 
DO 81 JJ-t,NPlS 
J'NP (JJ) 
~L.O.NL. (J"1 
IF CNLO,LE,2) GO TO ee 
o llXIN (I<, J) •• ,RIGHI 
o2."IN(K,J' •• flIllG!lS 
~EGIN INCR LOOP 
NLM.11I 
DO 7111 I.1,~L.O 




t'CoS,EQ.0.)GO TO e~ 
U XI.(I'I) II" tJ) .PL (J) .os*U 
03'P' (J) 
tFC03.02)4P,41,41 
'1 I~ (03-0 1]02,.2,49 
"2 UCNOP(K))4D,el1l,4D 
OPE"ATE MODELS A~D DETERMINE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION 
4g CAL.L HYDSM(4,s,DBJ,OAIoI) 
Gluo.e. 
IFCI,EO,I)GO TO ., 
GR.D' (OBJ-OBJI) IDS 
IF[G~.O,LT,I.)GO TO.e 
NL.M.NLM.1 
GO TO ., 
0415 IFCNLM,GT.0)NLM.0 
.. , WAITE ce, U1)J, I, PPi (J), OBJ, OAH, GR'O 
GO TO es 
em OBJ'O!l [") 
GRAo.0. 
IFCI,EQ.I)GO TO e. 
GR.O' (08J.OBJI) IDS 
1'(GR'O,LT,e,)GO TO e3 
NLMINL.M.1 
GO TO e. 
t!l3 IF (NLM.GT .0) NLM.a 
e4 WAITEce,1IIlg')J,I,'lCtN(K,J),08J,AH,GRAO 
Ul8 FORMAT(2)(I3,2H -13,'10.3,3'15.3) 
es 08JI.OBJ 
IF NEw PAR, I"ITULIZF LOCAL MIN 
IF(!.GT.ll GO TO e7 
PRP1N-OBJ 
XMN(J)'P·U) 
tl< L.nCA!. AND PHASE MINS 




51 IF (OBJ-PI-IMN) 52, 5S, 55 
'2 "'HMN_C\BJ 
0053L.1, NPA 
S3 .pM (L) .PR (Ll 
IF NO IMPROVEMENT IN OSJ FOR :5 r;ONse:CfJTJ\lE TIMES, Gel TO NEXT 
Program Listing 
;:Jl"'A'1t fER 
,5 r",,"I."'.(;f.:nr.O TO 1!58 
70 C:ONTT~d}E 
R[SF'!' p~ en TO 'IxEC LEVEL q~ ~E'(T PAQ. 
58 1'(NI')"rl(} .. 1)1t,'2,72 
71 PIt(nan""CIC,J1 








PR"' .... C'H!J 
SELECT BEST vEC'!'''~ F'IH~' '.n" PMAl)E 
83IF(PJHn,j.PI1"'N'84,IHi,1!6 
84 OOBSL 11, "'II',.. 
)( IN (IC.I , L.) I V ","'I (I.' 
8!!! PQ(UI,(MNCLl 








.;AITE OUT INITIAL VECTOP TABL.E 
NHP'NPH+l 
WRITE (e, 10g) eL., L.lt, 5), (OBI eL.) ,1.11 ,NHP, 
U8 'ORMAT ( 114 121111 ,HINITUI.. VECTORSI1X'Io4PIotASE I8, ~I 13/1X3MOIIJ5F 13.:5, 
1~I2,3) 
WRITE(e,IIPl 













INTE •• CTlVE CALIU.TlON SUBROUTINE 
SUaiAOUTl~f INTACT (NPII, NL., I'"T, lCOL., PAl 





o ON nAY IN INn.'CTlVE "ODE 
I' U. E ON SUPPRESS PRINT 
OCT n.u 
J ,f 
~IUT!~e, 111) (I, 1.1, UI), (PR 0), hi, NII'A) 
'OAMAT C/IX3HP.RI4, DU/ OX U~I, 3l) 
.OIHCI,IU)OBJ,OAH 
'ORMAT UH OBJ.'l'. 5, 10X.HOAHIF 1'.1) 
TYPE UI ~ORHAT (UHENTER PARAMETER NO 'NO VALUE/) 
ACCEPT III,L ,0 
I'O,,,,,AT (I5,I' 15,~) 
tl'(L.,I.E,I!I,OR,L.,GT,NPR1)GO TO 15 




WRITE (1,107)L,PA (L),D 
I'ORMATCl1H CHANGE PARI3,5'" I'ROMI'1,,~,3H TOF15.') 
TYPE lf1Z,L.,PRCL.),O ~ 




GO TO , 
IS I~CL,Ea,fn) GO TO e. 
1~(L,NE,3.I)GO TO 2e 
CAL.L. HYCS~ (IPRT, ICOL., OBJ ,OAH) 
til' L. • 380 PRINT AL.L. TABLES WIoIEN RUNNING !'4'f'DS"1 
GO TO 90 
21/1 I'ClL.,LE,I!J) 1;0 TO 1 




.RITE (e,llO) (NL O)olOlolL) 
'OR"AT(IXSHPA' CHNG2413) 
TYPE 112, OBJ, OAIoI 
CAI.L IoIYOSI'I ( .. ,1, 08J, 0"'0 
11.'''' 
.e TYPE 112,08J,OAIoI 









GO TO I 
IT[RATION MOr'lE 
TYPE 103 I'OH~AT(.1"'ENTE" PAR, t<JO STEPS, IIliIT IJAL.UE ANO FI"fAL. "AL.uE/) 
ACCEPT lllJ4,I.,N,Pl',P2 
'OItMAT (215, 2'1 5, 5' 
25 
(Continued) 
I"CL..U:.PI.OR.L..GT.~p"l' GO TO 60 
IF,""E,.) GO TO I 
E,.·uN 
hi,_p.,j·l 
OK_ ("2-1'1) IEt..l 




e5 "IRITEce,105) 10' ,o~",.,rgH P,AR STEP51C3Io1VAL1U31040BJt7l1:3HOAH) 
"' TYPE 10~ 
00 BPI I_l,N' 
!I 1-1-1 
PIIICU,PS·fI1*OIC 
CALL. 101"0'''' c., 1, OBJ, OAIoI) 





'" TYPE Ue,L.,I,PR(l.),OBJ,OA'" 
ue FORMAT CU.,'o.3,2F20.3' 
IPC',LE,I) GO TO I 
lUI CONUlt,tUE 
GO TO I 
IF SSw 0 ON CONTINU! IN I!IITERACTIVE MODE 





INPUT OF SASle OAT'" .. ""TPA •• 
SUBROUTINE O.TPR(IPL,IP~T,ICOL) 
COH~ON/BL'"LABL (ee) ,AGW (24) ,CHS (12),PKCMI (U),IOTH (12), BAS 10 CI~) , 
IRES (I')," (121' ,POL (12) ,C.C (12), P.C (2), CPKC (f~, 12), HOG (I S) , 
20UT (80,13) IBI.K2/"'''NG, NCRPI-I, ISB, NIB, I YRB, NVR, IYR~, I(R, IRES, lQGO, W"I, 
3ICMN, Ie"''', JMN, JM)(, S!lUX, SMIN, COHIt', COHPY ,CDNUR, CONU~, TOL", au,", (13) , I TMl! 
5IBLK3/HO(15,12,I) 
DOUBLE •• ECISIO. LASL, DLAB , 
DIMENSION N (\5), C'C (fS),1I C2~), nCA (2~) ,PCAP (2S), FMT (I~) ,OD C III 
IPLol eASIC D.TA ONLY 
IPL'Z SU88ASIN QUA Q~I.Y 
.. IfIIL_) OR • RESERVOIR DATA ONLY 
•• IPLOS ACREAGE AND PUA.ETEAS ONLY 
t'OC:OL,I..E.I.OR,lCO\...GT,2) lCOI.'1 
1 GOTOCU,3t1l,281!1,21111,31!J),IPL 
11 READ (IC". 51118) NCROP, NPHRT 
SII 'ORHAT (2SI3) 
NCRPM_NCROP.~PHRT 
IS .UO('R,SII)(HDG(Il,l o l,IS) 
~u 'ORHAT(UA4) 
I. (I'~T ,EQ ,I) .'ITE (e, S0f) (HOG (I) ,lol,lS) 
~n ~O".AT (lHI2"') 
.EAD(",513) (LASL(I) "o"el) 
S83 ~O""AT (lue) 
I~ (lpn ,fQ ,e).RITE (0, ~04) (I, LABL (1),101, eel 
514 .0".A1(OX.(14""8))) 
"E'D (XR, 5.~) DLA8, (P.CHI (I) ,1 0 1,12) 
~0S ~O".A1(f"8,I2.S,3) 
"CIPn ,EQ,,) WRITE (0, Sle) OLAB, (P.CHI (Il ,1 01,12) 
SIS ~0"HAT(IXAI,I2.e,3) 
C ...... E.D IN PROPORTION DAYLIGHT HOURS AND US! COf •• ICIE~TS 
.UO ( •• , Se5) DLAB, (POL (I) "01 012) 
I, (IPRT ,EQ,.) WRITE (e, ~00) OLAB, (POL C 1),101012) 
DO 21 1.-1, NCRPI'l 
REAC (KR, 515)['1L.A8, (CPKC (L., I) , I -1,12) 
I' (Ion ,Ea,.) WRITE (e, S07) L, DLAB, (CP'C CL ,I' ,1 0 1,12) 
51117 'OR~ATtl'(I2,Ae;, 12,e,3) 
2m CONTINUE 
WRITE 1~ITlAL DAU 
GO TO 30" 
READ SU8-BASIN DATA 
31 .EAD (X., ~18)1S8,IVR8 ,NYR, (8U10 (I),IOI,IS) 
5r118 II'ORMAT(I2,215,eX15A') 
I yRN_ Iy,n.NYR-l 
IFtlPRT,Ea.l) GO TO 3~ 
WRIT!(.,~17) 
WRITE (e, 509)!S8 ,IYRS,IVON, (8UID (!l,1o 1,15) 
509 'ORHATOX3HSUBI2,IS,3H TO",2'ISA4) 
C.. .EAO CROP ANO PHREATOPHYTE ACREAGES 
35 DO '11 1-1,25 
eACO)'PI,PI 
4' CONTINUE 
SPAC a lll,1II 
SCAC-".0 
RUO ('.,108) (II (I), DCA (1),lol,NCR.H) 
ue 'ORM4T(OU7(13,F7,.))) 
DO 59 I.t ,NCRPH 
Loll (Il 
IF (L.,L.~.IZI) GO TO 513 
c.e (L )oOCA (Il 
I'(L,GT,NCROP) GO TO .eI 
SCAC_SCAC+CAC (L) 
G~ TO SI 
45 SPAC-SP,lC.CAI: (1..) 
5. CONU_UE 
Program Listing (Continued) 
~E.H IJ'iS.", LAl<;v ARE"- j,'\j[ v~DfvEL "'''''tv LA',~ AOIEA 
~EADCI(R,!'H0) uRl.fI;~,U"JC'L~["i 
~u FOJoiMA,TCPIl)'~FP".[1) 
'1'0 T A -URL III 0 .u~Dl~D.SC: AC. SP '( 
C ••• COHPUTF.: PROPORTIONS 
\10 60 III,NC:RP~ 
IF(J.GT.NCROP) GO 'l'CI "I~ 
PCAP en _e: 't en ISCAt 
(;0 TO 60 
55 Pc;.PCI)_CAceI)/SPAC 
150 CONTI~UE 





CDNTr'h'l'OUI12. c:.. CaMPuH WfI(;I-ITED USE caEF, 
DO II!!! 111,12 
SPM.CI~ .r. 
5eI(CI",,1'I 
00 ,!! Lll, NCRPH 
SCP.CPM.C (I., I' .PC AP (L' 
IF(L.GT,NCROP) GO 'l'C 1~ 
5CI<CISCKC.~CP 




PtI'C CO ISPKe 
8&1 CONTINUE 
WRITE OUT DATA UP TO THIS POINT 
I"'UI 11""8 .N.,R-l 
1'(IP",EQ,11 GO TO 100 
WRITEIS,511] 
511 'ORMUI1XIOHL'NO 'REAS) 
WRITEIO,512) 
512 'DIUUT(IUIHCAOF' 1.A,~08xe~PI>4" L.,u<t08X8HUA8 LANoueHUND LAN~ 
10XUHTOUL L'NO] 
WitH! (I!!l, '13) SC'C, SpAC:, URL.NO, UNOL~O, TOT' 
513 'ORMATllX5'IS. 0 ) 
WR"!IS,5U] 
!51" I'ORMAT(lV3aHINCH TO AC_FT CONvERSIO~ "CTOIIS) 
WAI T! CI!!l, 5 IS' CONV, CONPV, CONUIlt, C:ONUN, CONTOT 
515 'ORMATll.,'18,51 
WRITEIO,~17) 
1517 'ORM"" C1Va7HCROP AND PIoIIIEATOPHYTE ACRES) 
WAIT! (1!!l,5111) (I, C:'C: (I), Ill, NC~'H) 
'U 'OR"ATIOxeCl~,'I,O]ll 
WRITECS,5U) 
51D 'ORM,rel'17M,ROP CROP 'NO PHR) 
WRITE IS,52.] II, PCAP 11].1"1, NCROP] 
520 'ORMATIOXOCI3,'U,8))) 
IeINeIlO'., 
WAITE (e,52111) (1 ,PCAP(!) ,11K ,NCII'H) 
WRIT!IS,521) 
521 'O.MATll'~'HWEIG"T!O CROP ANO PHR COEFFICIENTS] 
.RITE 10, ~22) ICKC III .I "1.12) 
522 '0".ATllX12'S,3) 
.RITE Is,~U1 IPKC Ill, 1"1,12) 
101 1'"",EQ.5)RETURN 
C INPUT HYDROLOGIC OAU 
C OATA IS READ IN THE 'OLLOWING OROER 'NO STORED IN HOII,K,J1 
C I " 1 IS TEMP, T 
C 2 IS 'RECIP, P'T 
C 3 IS RIVER IN'LOW, RIV 
C • IS TRIBUTARY IN"OW, TRn 
C 5 IS UNGAGEO CORRELATION IN'LOW, QCOR 
C S IS CAN'. OIYE.SlONS, CNL 
C 7 IS GROUNOWATE. IN'LVw, QGI 
C 1 IS GAG!O OUT'LOW, GAG 
C 9 IS PUMPED WATER '''01'4 TME SMAL.L.OW ACQUI'EII, QPU~ 
C I" IS M ANO I OIYERSlON, EMIOIY 
C 11 IS .ESERYOIR IN'LOW, RIN 
C 12 IS REQUIREO MINIMUM -RESERYOIR RELE'SES TO nREAM, 
C I~ IS RUE.YOIR IN BASIN RELEUE FOR C'NAL, ARO 
C 14 IS RESERVOIR EXPORn FROM THE BASIN, REXP 
C l!! IS BASIN EXPORTS FROM THI!: ST~EAM CHUINEL., BEXP 
IIEAD O(R, !50t1) CN C I), II1,l!!) 
00 120 1"1.15 
DO 121!!1 Kl l,12 
DO 120 J l l,NVR 
HD(l,K,J)I"', 
120 CONTINUE 




INPLIT TEMP AND PPT 
VCINN 
COL.II,IlI/VC 
IIEAO (KR, !5U) (FMT el.) ,L. l l, 10) 
00 1321 L. a 1,NN 
00 12!5 J a l,NYR 
REAOCKR,'MT) (DOC K),"ll,12) 
0012!5 1<11,12 
1010 (l,I(,n 11010 (I, 1<, J).OO CK) .COL 
125 CONTINUE 
130 CONTINUE 
GO TO 17" c:.. INPUT STREAM,L.OW OAT A 
1411 READCtrR,501)(,MT(L),L. l l,tpl) 








IiIE"" (KR ,'MT) IX, (00 (10, I( -,,12) 
00 145 K-1,12 




WRITE OATA B¥ TVPE AND VEAR 
MVDr.OLOGIC 
IF(IPRT.!D.ll GO TO 300 
WRIT[(5,52l) 
'OHMAT(1Vl!5HHYOROLOGIC DATA) 
DO 19121 1-1,15 
NNaN (I' 
IF INN,LE,.)GO TO lD~ 





L. YHP. I VR8+J-l 
1'(ICOL,GE,2) GO TO 183 
WRITE ee, 52.) I ,I.YRP, (1010 ex,1( ,J) ,Kat, 12),51 
FORMAT (1 XI3, 15,5'12.21 (8)(5'12.2) 
GO TO 18~ 
IF(!,GT,2) GO TO 184 
WAITe: (6,52S1) I, L.YRP, (1010 Cl,K, J) ,Kat, 12) ,SS 
FCIotMA' (1 )(13, 15, 12'''.3, F12.3) 
GO TO 18~ 
WRIT! (15, 52!) I ,I..'I'AP, (1010 CI,IC. ,J) ,Kat, 12) ,SS 
'OIf~AT (11(13,15, 12F9, 0, F u. ra) 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
GO TO 30. 
READ RESERYOIR .A.AMETE.S 
RE'0(KR,~2~) (RESCI),I"I,!4] 
'OHMAT C 10X, ''''ll1,e) 
1'(I.RT,EQ.1l GO TO 300 
WRITECe,528) 
'OR.AT ClXUHRESERVOIR P"'METERS] 
WRITE (S, ~27] (I,RES Ill, 1"1,14) 





COMMON/8LK I/LUL III) ,AGW (24), CMS Cl2] ,P.CMI 112] ,IOTM I 12], BASIO 115], 
1 RES I 1.) ,PR I 120) ,PO. 112) ,CKC I 12), PKC I 12) ,CPKC 12~, 12] ,HOG CI~), 
20UT (I!!l'" 13) IBLICZ/I1ANG, NCRI'M, ISe, NSB, I VRB, NYR, 1""U~, KR, IRES, IQGO, WH, 
















OOUSLE PRECISION L'BL 
L.YRP·nRIS.J-l 
IF 10'"0 PRINT GAGED. 01" 
"I SUPPRESS PRINTING GAGED. OI'F 
'2 O. GREATER SUPPRESS .RINTING • GO TO BAPLOT 
I' ICOL "I 10 CO'UMN PRINT!R 
"2 132 COLUMN PRINTER 
SET UP 'OR wuER OR 'ATER • RESERYOIR 
1'(10',GE,2] GOTO In 
INITIALIZE ON 'IRST CAL. 










WRITE IS, In] (BASIO Ill, 1'1,15) ,LYRP 
WRITEIS.1U) 
'ORHAT (1 H 115A4, ,..HYEARI" 
'ORMAT I 1 ,5HWA TERI] 
GO TO 110,150), ICOL 
50 COL PRINT LINE 
IPG.O FOR FIRST .AGE AND I 'OR 2ND PAGE 
IPGIII 
WRITE 10,115) IHOG II] ,1'1,7] 
'O~MAT (fiXA., 81(A4,!5 ('VA') I) 
GO TO 21 
WRITE IS, liS] IHOGII], I.B 015) 
'OHtUT Clll VA", ")(A4, 6 (1V.4) I) 
00 25 IINT,Nfl 
IFIIPG,EQ,Il GO TO 23 
WRITEIS,IIB) I,LABLIIl, 10UTCI,.] ,L"1 ,8) 
'ORMAT (1 VI3, t XA8,I!!lFI1,3) 
GO TO 25 
W~ITE IS, liD) I, lOUT O,L) ,L'7, 13) 
'ORMAT ClXl3,7'11.3) 
CONTINUE 
00 30 I I 11,1 T2 , NTJ 
I'(I,GE,NOl'.U.,D.IOF.GT,fI) GOTa 35 
IF(lPG,EQ,1l GOTO 33 
WRITE ce, 12111' t ,L.UL. (I), caUT CI, L.) ,L.ll ,I!!l) 
'ORM'T (1 XI3, 1 XA8,I5Fl1.0) 
GOTO 30 
WRITE eel, 121) I, (OUT CI ,L) ,L.I', 13) 
'OR""T (IXI3, "II,B) 
31 CONTI NUl 
as I'(I_n.ml.1l mOTO 31 
l"IPm.mE.1l mOTO UD 
mOTO es 




1'(lPG.EQ.11 GoTO 4' 
NRIT! CI, 11111 , •• a.CII, COUT CI ,.) , •• 1 ,e, 
GOTO 45 
.. NRlTECI"UII,COUTII,.),.·7,131 
45 00 ,. IoNn,NTI 
1'(lPG.EQ.1l GOTO .. 
wRITEle, UIII,.U.CIl, COUT CI ,.1 ••• 1 •• ) 
GOTO 51 
'1 WR%TECI,UIII, COUTII,.I ••• 7013) 
De CONTINUl 
'8 l'IIPG.mE.1l mOTO 185 
15 IPG.I 
NRITEle, Uti • YRP 
112 'ORMATlIHII" 
GOTO 21 
132 CO.UMN PRINTER 
IS. WRlTE CI, !eSICHDG CII, 1.1,7), CHOG III, l.g.lS) 
115 'O.MATCU .. ,exA., II CS."" 7,"/1 
DO ISS I.NT ,NTI 
NRIT! 15, 11111 ,.AB.CII. COUT CI ,.), •• 1,13) 
lie 'ORM"CI'U,I'''0I2'1.3,'".3) 
ISS CONTINUE 
DO lSe I.NT2.N13 
t'U.GE,NCF,,lND,IDI',GT,fI, GOTD ." 
NRIT! 15, !l71t, .AB.CII. COUT II •• ) , •• 1,131 
,17 'O'''''AT (111'1:5, U'S, ",gil, Fl1 •• ] 
lSe CONTINUE 
157 I'IIRES.ED.I) GOTO UI 
OUTPUT RUERVOIR DATA 
NRITEU,IU) 
le"T' 
NRITEle, IBell ,.u. CII. COUT II ,L) ••• I, 131 
DO 1'1 laNT!,NTII 
WOITE CI, IB711,.U. CII. COUT II •• ) ••• 1,13) 
II. CONTINUE 
118 I'CJ.NE.NYR) GOTO 189 




I' (KMX,GT ,I) IIU' ••• 
WRITE Ce.IID) 
III 'DRNATC/IXIIMRUERVOIR ErT"EMEII 
KI_ttMX.lttM" 
W~IT!ce,IUI IM",HDGCKII,J.' 
III 'O~MATIIX"S.I.7M AC-,. .. ,181 
KlaKMN.!,C"N 
N~IT.E C8.llIlSMI~ ,HOG CWII ,JMN 
nl CA •• BAP.aT CJ. NYR. aUTI 
"!TURN 
END 
••• SUB-ROUTINE DOUT ••• 
IUBROUTINE aaUTCK,L,XD,~T"EI 
Program Listing 
COMNON/BLk I/LAIL ce.,. 'G' Ca41. CM11I2) ,PkCMIC 121 rlOTM C 121, IUID C lSI. 
IRU CUI ,PRCUII. PDL CI2), CKC C 121. pwC C 121, CPKC CU.121 • HDm Cl5l. 
ROUT CBI.I3I1ILKR/H.Nm.NCRPH. ISa .NIB .IYRI, NY~ .IYRN. KA, IRES.IOmO. ,.H. 
:lICMN,KMX, JMN, JMX, IMAX, '"IN, CONY ,CONPY, CONUA, CONLIN, TOL', DUM (13), ITMX 
SlBL"3/HD C 18.UoIl 
OOUILE PRECIIIDN LAiL 
KTYPE •• RETURN 
I IUM 
a _VERAGE 
3 LnT MONT" 
I'CkTY~E.LE.'.OR."TYPE.mT.31 mOTO II 
DUTCL.Kl·XD 








c •••• H'IOJtOLOGIC IIMULATION ••• HYOI" ••• 
IUIROUTINE HYOSH UPR' .ICOL. OBJ. O'Hl 
COMMON/ILKI/LABL cell •• GN C2.,.CHS CUI. PKCMI C Ul.IOTM CUI, 8'510 CUI. 
IRU C141, P-II CUII.POL C 121. CKC C 121, PoC C 121. CPKC cae, 121.MOG ClSl. 
20UT cee. IIlIBLK2/~ANG.NCR'H. UI. NII.IVRB. NOR .I •• N. KR .IAES,IOGO, OH. 
3I(MN,IC"X, J"N,JMX ,I"AX, af!1IN, CONY ,CDNPV, CDNUR, CONUN, TOL', OUM (U), ITI'I. 
SlBLK3/HO CU.I2, II 
OOUBLE PRECIIION LAiL 
EQUIVALENC! CPR CI)' INII. CPR (2)' INK), CPR C31. TIM) • CPR C41. T'AI. 
ICPR [s1.COO). CPR 151. CINl, C'~ C71.CRNI. CPR CII. RTHI. CPA [II, CTPI • 
UP. CII),PTHI. C.R CIII .IHIl. CPR C 121, CIMI. CPR CUI. IHCl. CPR CI4)' DUI • 
I CPM ClSl. 0'11. CPR CUI. OPOI. CPR [171. CDP). cpo ClII, PIPI. (PR CI I)' ECV). 
• CPR C2Il. EAPI. CPR C2Il. CNll, CPR (22). CN.,. CPR CUI, CRTI. CPA C241. C II. 
5 CPR C2", C2). CPR CUI, C31. CPR C271. GNII. CPR CUI. m".,. CPR call.cmol. 
e CPR C3Il. UJI. CPR (31) .PAJI. (PR CIal.CNAl. cpo (131. m"", CPR U41.DMlAl. 
7 CPR C351 ,CUMlAl , CPR C3el. CU',. CPR (371. CGNI. CP~ CUI. CUPG.), CPR Ull. 
ICUUAI. cpo C4". CUUNI. CPR C.! I. PURmW) • CPR [431. STH) • CPR C4.) • PISTI 
27 
(Continued) 
I, IPRT •• PRINT 'LL ~INU 
I IUPPRESS PRINTI.m 0' GAGED .NO DI'f 
2 OR GT SUPPRUI 'LL PRINT 
If ICOL • I II COLUMN LINE PRINTEA 
2 132 COLUH' ~INE PAINTER 
INITIAi.IlE naJECTIVE fUNCTIONS 
CHGWS.I2I. 
08H •••• 
a .. H •••• 
SCHGI",. 
SHSTRC. CSHC-CSMIISMC 





'T ... 1.-fA, 
mMCNIC.CNI 








l'UOU.L!.11 GO TO U 
PI .. MOO COu. RIOTAI 
mo TO 21 
U PI.OTA 
•• liD ••• _" 
DO 'OA E.CH YEAR 
00211 J.I.NYR 
INITIALIZE .NNUAL VALUEI 
DO 15 L.I, 81 
OUT CL. 131 ••• 
n CONTINUE 
DO 38 L.I.12 
Am. CLl.AGN CL+lll 
.m.CL+l2)· ••• 
31 CONTINUE 
DO , DR HCH MONTH 
DO 181 .·1.12 
teC1.' 
.. C'LL HIPCT • J •• ,II 
CA •• "SPCPPT.J,K.al 
C'LL HIPCRIV,J.K.n 
CAL. Hspn_I.J •••• , 
CAL. M!PCOCOR.J.K,S) 
C'LL H!PICNL.J,K.a) 
CALL H .. COU.J,K.71 








I, UREI.U • ., ;0 TO 45 
CALL HI'CUD.J, •• III 
SCNR-I. 
HICNL.LE.'.1 GO TO .. 
SCN .... O/CNL 






COMPUTE POTENTIAL EVA~TRAN' 
CALL BCCU (TEMP. POL CKI. CKC (Nl, EKT. U" PETI 
ETP.PEhCU. 
PHU •• KC Ik) on. 
C'LCULATE EVP 'DR OPEN WATER ,OR UIE IN _URV 
EVP.CPKC CNCRPH. Klo!" 
DETERMINE UIN.INON AND INOWMELT 
!I, ItAIN-I. 
'~"T.". I, nE~~.mE. "Rl mo TO S5 
SNN I.SNN hPPT 
GO TO .. 
IS UIN.PPT 
.. OT."TEMP-TIM 
I' COTM.LE.'.1 mo TD 7S 
l'tINNI.LE.'.1 me TO 75 
X"TK.INK·OTM 
INITIALIZE INO". mROUNO WATER. SALT IC'S 









C'LCULATE PHREATOP"TTE !T NEEDED 'ROM IN'LO.S 
PNU.CPH!T_OPIMloCONPV 
I' (PNET.L 'T .11.') PNET-' •• 
CALCULATE UNm.mEO FLOWI 
UNSM.CSNO CINMT-STHI 






~U~G" c: Cit *OC nit .Ut.JSIo!+uIllR ~ .. lJ'. T II 
C..... CAL.CULATE IIIIFLIJENT Gw 
QIi I V.A I v*ue.r:IU"4G 
tF(QRIV,'H.l.l GO T(" B~ 
STGw*r. 
~O T['I 8~ 
"" CINF.Cl-c:2· ... I..ClGI~Cr.lRIV' 
IF iCIN'.L T .e3) 1:1"I'.C:5 
STGW-C; I IIIF.QH t II 
c ..... CALCULATE RUNOFF ANC r.C~SLJ~PTIVE uSE FIIO'" L.A~:: AREA ", lJI'OiBAr..: 'file 
C UNDEVELOPECI LAfoIC AND PR("peAU,)"" TO Gill 





IU N .. QA I V +QPU"..WlSjI'-S TGIJII 
CAL.CULATE 'HREATOPH¥Tf LISE 
PH8'.''''! T.C DIIIPV.AMP" 







IFCQtN,GE,PI'ISFl GO TO UI!I 
'HS'.OIN 
t, (PHI' ILT .111.) PHI'.I, 
UI QINoQIN-PHS~ 
CALCULAU CAO" DIVERSIONS '0 •• ANAGE.ENT MODE 
I~[MANG.L!.') ;0 TO IU 






1~[!R!I.NE.l) Go TO 121 
I~ I"ES 0 B NO R!SEAVOIO 
o I THEN TRIBUTA.' DR U'STREA. UIERVOIR 
o 2 TH!N DOWNSTRUM R[lERVOIR 
UDoCNLoSCNR 
CNL_CNL_ARD 
CALL AEIIy CJ,tC, IRES ,OU',"'O, 'fEI, Ii''f, h''', PI'T, RIIII, ARD, RIEL, ST, ICHIII, 
lIC"X, JMN,JMX ,IMIN, SHAlf, nIB) 
CNLoCNL.UD 
ITEAATE HEAE TO ABOUT UB ~O. I!EPAGE IN MA.AGE.EOT HOD! 
III •• DoUN.UEP •• ELURD-RIN 
I'''U(),LT,I,' \IIIAO_., 
CALL UASE.I [WAD, EHIOIV, C~EHI, !MICU, EHIR') 
IF H,NGo-1 LIHIT CNL TO w,D 
I~ H.NGo B OR I US! AI RECORDED 
I~ M.NG 0 2 DR ~ LIMIT TO .'0 
r'CMANG,IEO.I,OI,"'''NG,EO,1) GO TO US 
I~ ICNL.GT .... 01 CNLO.AD 
115 GWCNoCNLo 1l.-fCVI 
GWCNIVoGWCN 
AOUTE SEEP.GE WATE" ~AOM C.NALI 
CALL GNROUT (GWCN, GWCNIC, CN., ;WCN) 
IEE'oGWCN.CRT 




I'[MCI.LE.ITHX) GOTO II. 
.OITUB,5!!) J,.,S!EPI,IEE' 






QIG .. RPS •••• GSlCONV 
STR • .,AO-CNL +TWTA.SPI LL 
tU,PP.QlGS·CONV 
W.GS II DELIVERED WATER BY IUIGATION C.NALI IN AC_t_FT 
QIGI II TOTAL WATEA APPLIED TO SOIL IN INCHU 
•• Pp II TOUL .ATEA THROUGH THf SOIL IN ACRE-.T 
CO.PUTE SOIL .0ISTUAE LEVfL 
OPal", 
IMUiI-SMl+'UGS 
I' (!H1W,GT ,CSM] OPO. CSM1w-CIM) .COli' 
1"IWDPoSHIW-DPO 
SM2_SM 1 Wo'-E" 
I' CIM2 ,L T ,II,) ''''2_11, 
DP.!MI_SMC 
I'COP,LT,0,l GO TO 1'" 
SH.oIHC 
GOTD 1.5 
l,U DP •• , 
I~[S"I.GE.CIH) GO TO 1.5 




EU IS •• T O' ET' THAT .UST COME FAO" BELOW ~RIT!C'L 
AIET.!T'.IET! *SHSTI'C 
SMa.SI'41WOP-AIET 
I' CSM2,GT ,e, l GO TO USII 
SH2_." 
AET-S~ t woP 
28 
(Continued) 
GDTO I ~I 
t'5 AET_!TJI 
1!50 OP.OID.OIi'O 
c... CROPLAND Oft ROUTED TO Gw 
IC.IOThlC.IDTA 
AGw (IC IOTA, .O,.PO.AGW (ICIOTA, 
'Gili' (ICtoTA.1) .AGW (IC IDTA.l' .01l.PI 
CALL GIiII"DUT(AA F 2,AAF 1,OIDIC,AGW(K)) 
AA,.A"'Z·CONY 
C"o CALCULATION OF SPOING now AND RETURN FLOW OIVERTEr TO CANALS 
OUMSP.GWCN. AI'.STGW.UAGW 
AR'I-A"'2 
SHAV_ (1M 1.8"2).1.!5 
SM 1.SH2 
GweN tc .GWeN+SEEP 
c... AOuTtNG 0, Glill T ... IltOUGH BAU~ 
GGiII.GiII I N.OUMS'-QPUM-PfoIGW 
C.LL GWOOUTCQO.,GWI,GW.,GGW) 
Cu. LI"IT 002 TO BE GE fJ 
III'CIQGO.NE,II, GO TO 180 






PRo'ORTION OF GAGED SUAFACE RUNOFF SA~ 
IRI'.STlhGE'-BIEXP 
I' ~OWNSTOEA" REIERVOIR THEN aR~ SECOHES INFLOW TO RESERVOIR 
ANa OBH AND OA. ARE BUED ON DS, THE CHANGE I_ RESERYOIA STOAAGE 
1'[lREI.LE.1! GOTO le5 
CALL REIRV CJ,tc, IR!S, OU', 1010, RES, PA, IEVP, P'T, SA', ARO, REL,ST ,ICM~, 




171 01,'0 QIO-GAG 





21 CALL DOUTI ., I, T,I) 
CALL DOUTI ., 2, "T,I) 
CALL DOUTC ., 3, IN"T, I! 
CALL DOUTC ., ., INOI,31 
CALL DOU' C K, 5, PHET, 1) 
CALL DOUT! ., B, UP, II 
53B CALL DOUTC ., 7, AET,II 
CALL DOUTI ., I, IHI,21 
CALL DOUTI ., g,OIY,I1 
CALL DOUTC .,1I,TRB.1I 
CALL DOUTC •• Il,QUNG,I1 
CALL DOUTI .,12, AHFH,II 
CALL DOUTI .,I~, UAI~dl 
CALL DOUTC .,1., QPUHd) 
CALL DDUTC • .15, ITGOdl 
CALL DOUTI .,IB, PHIF,II 
CALL OOUTI .,17, .,0,11 
CALL DOUTC .,II,EHIDIYd) 
CALL DOUTI .,18, EHIRFdl 
CALL DOUTC .,28, CNL, II 
CALL DOUTC .,Il,GOCHIV,I) 
CALL OOUTI •• 22, GwCNdl 
CALL DOUTI .,u, SEEPdl 
CALL DOUTC .,1., SPILL, II 
CALL DOUTI .,25, QCV,1I 
CALL DOUTC .,IB, TOTAdl 
CALL DOUTI M,27 , .... ,11 
CALL DOUTI M,2I, AnTdl 
CALL DOuTe .,28, XSM,31 
CALL DOUTC .,3', OP,1I 
CALL DOUTC .,31, AAF, II 
CALL DOUTI .,32, GNIN,I) 
CALL DOUT! .,U, URGWdl 
CALL DOUTC .,34, FHG.dl 
CALL DOUTC .,35, QGOdl 
CALL DOUTC •• ~B, GE'.I1 
C'1LL DOUTI .,37, CHGWdl 
CALL DOUT C .,38, GWO,l) 
CALL DOUTI M,!D, BEXP,II 
CALL DOUTC ., •• , 11',11 
I~ [lREI.LT .2) GOTO ue 
CALL DoUTI.,'I, .. ,31 
CALL 00UTC.,.2, GAG,31 
GOTO us 
In CALL DO UTI .,H, 
CALL DOUTe K,.2, 





COMPUTE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION 
OAH.OAH.OUT(A3,13' 
CHGWeoCHGWI.OUT !~7, 131 
185 CALL PRNT [J, IPRT ,ICOLI 
III CONTINUE 
DXoCHGWS-CSO 





c ••••• sueRauTINE Ioflll •••• 
IU8~oUTINE H.'lo.J.~.1l 
eOMMDN/B~~I/~U~ Iltl. UW 12') • CMI IlIl. '~C"I I IIl.IDTM I 12) .8A5I0 I "'. 
IRUII'" PR (lUl.'D~ III). C~C I 12). PKC I Ill. CP~C IIS.II),HDG I I". 
20UT ee., 13) IBlK2/MANG, NCRPH,! Ill, ~sa, IY .. B, NY", I¥RIti,IU' I IRES, IQGO, IJfM, 
3ICHN,ICNX, JMN, JHr, SMA., S"U~, CONY. COMIIY, CONUR, CONUN, TOL', DUM (13), I TMy 
51BLU/HD!lS,II,ll 




a~ANEY CRIDO~[ cu CA~CULATION 
SUBROUTINE BCCU IT, ~D~. C~C. EKT, ETF. PET) 
!KTa •• lIl7;S.T-Ili. U' 





CANA~ DIVEPIIDNI 'OA MA"AGEMENT 
c··· C 
SUBROUTlN! CANAL (CNL, MANG, tDTH, !TP, fAil, I!CY. PIP, [MS, eMS, RPSM , CONY) 
I' MANGO-I LIMIT QCN~ TO WAD BUT UES GAGED O!COROS 
• US! QCNL AS AECORDEO 
C 
C 
I CA~C QCNL AND UIE WITHOUT LIMIT TO SATISFY 7ET 
a CA~C QCN~ BUT ~IMIT TO WAD 
C 3 PUT LEACHING WATEA TO IUD AND LIMIT TO .AO 
l'UUNG,GE,3) CNL'., 
l'IIDT".GT.8) GO TO 10 
CMLa" 
GO TO 58 
II !TNO!TP- lAP SM. IEMS-CMlll 
l't!TN.LT,tI,) ETN •• , 
CN~oCNL. I!TN.CONV)I lEAP. IECV-PSPll 
5. RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE FOR Mil CU 







GROUND WATER ROUT!NG SUBROUTINE 
SU,ROUTINE GWROUTlQo2. GO I, X~G. Oil 
I' IXKG.~E .. I!2l GO TO I 
QOZoQ!. IQOI-QIl-EXP 1-1./X~Gl 




c •• RESERYOIA SIMULATION •• RES.Y •••• 
IUllitOUTIPrf! RISIIY (J, K, rap ,OUT, 1010, ~E'. Pit, EYP, PIIT. RIN. ,un, A£L, ST, IC"N, 
II(NI, JfIIN, J"I, IJIIIN, IN'., IY.'f) 
DIMENSION OUT lee, Il ,HO (15,12, Il. RU Ill, PR I Il 
C 10PoUESo I IS 'OR TAIBUURY OA IlPSTAEA. RESERVOIR AND 
C RIN AND ARD ARE READ INTO HO 8Y DATPR 
C 2 IS 'OA DOWNSTREA. AESERVOIR .-0 RIN IS 
C PASIED 'ROM HVOS~ 
C J.VA.,K.JIINTH,ET'.MDD Bt TEMP 'ACTOR 
C ARO"CTUA~ CANA~ RE~EAS[ IWATER OR SA~ Tl 
C ASRoTOTAL RELEASES IWATER OR SA~ Tl 
C AEXPORES EXI'ORT 
C RUERVOIA PARAMETERS, RES. ARE AS 'O~~OWS 
C A!l11l 0 IN%TIA~ IToRAGE IAC-,T) 
C 2 0 NOT USED IWAS INITUL SALT CONCENTRATION IPPM)) 
C 3 0 MINIMUM UI[AB~E STORAGE IAC-Ff) 
C • 0 MAXIMUM A~~OWAILE STORAGE IAC-'" 
C 5 REnRVOIR AREA AT IERO STORAGE INTERCEPT IACREs) 
C 5 CI COE"ICHNT IN AREA VI STORAGE EQUATION 
C 7 0 C2 UPONENT IN AREA VI nOR AGE EQUATION 
C • 0 STORAGE ~EYE~ SEPARATING TWO AREA VS STOUGE EQUATIONS 
C D 0 RflERVOU AREA AT IERO ITORAGE - INTERCEPT 'OA UPPER EQ 
lio C3 COEFFlCHNT FOR UPPER EQUATION 
Clio C. ExPONENT FOR UPPER EQUATION 
C U-I. 0 NOT UIEO 
U JKoJ.K 
l'tJ~.NE.e)GDTO U 










SET UP MONTHLY DAU 
U CAL~ HSPIRE~,J,K,lIl 
CA~~ HSPIAUP,J,K, Ul 
1'1I0P,GE.e) GOTO U 
CA~~ ~SPIRIN,J,K,\I) 
CA~~ HSPIARO,J,K, Ul 
IE'OR[ OPEAATIONS 
A!N IS RESERVOIR INF~O. 
AEL II MINIMUM UQUIOED RESERVOIR RE~EASE TO THE STRrA. IHANNEL 
ARD IS IN aUIN CANA~ RELEAI! 
AEXP II _ RE!ER~~IR EXPORT DESIRED 
29 
(Continued) 
C "'HIt DPt..UTIOIltIj 
C RYRL IS RFQUIRED MINI"U. R~LFAS[ 
C R~L IS ACTUAL RE~EASE 
C R~X' IS ACTUA~ EX'OOT 
C A.D IS ACTUAL CANAL RELEASE 
C 01 IS CH'NGE IN STORAGE 





OlPOS. (R[S 1.)-nll/CBST 
DSNEGo IRES Ul-STI)/CBST 
EXAS.". 
RSA.REL·'''O.q!IfP 
DST •. "rN-" ••• OS£P.U/12. 
\I 1'lon.GT ••• l GOTO 21 
CASE WHEN OST IS NEGATIVE 
l'tDn.GT.DSNEG) GOTO 17 





CUE WHEN DST IS PDIITIVE 





,v. CAI.AE) •• s 
DST.AI N-AS".OSEII.AV 112. 
CHtck EO. STOU"E AGUNIT MAX AND ~IN 
31 IF tDST .&T .01P01l GOTO n 
SToITI.OIT.CBST 
l'nT.~T.RESUll GO TO 3. 
GOTO U 





GO TO .1 
H STC~ oST+~SRo'!s 13l 














GO TO •• 
U AIAXoSTCK_'E~ 
I' tRSAx ,GT .AROllO TO 3' 
UOoRI'X 
REXP •••• 
GO TO ., 
3D REXPoRIRX-ARD 




.1 C,~~ OOUT!k, •• , EVP,1l 
CA~~ OOUT!K,.5, ~IN,sl 
CA~~ DOUTIK,.e, AV,2l 
CA~~ DOUTI~,.7"QA~,sl 
CA~~ OOUT I~,.I, AE~,s l 
CA~~ DOUTIK,." UO, Il 
CA~~ OoUTIK,5I,REXP,1l 
CA~L ODUTI.,!!, RIR,s) 
CA~~ OOUTI~,sa, ST,3l 







GO TO 52 
51 !MNoaMINon 






'ElERVOIR AREA SUB _.,RE4O. 
SU_ROUTINE '·REAIS,A,RU) 
DIMENSION RES IUl 
I'".~T.I.') GO TO 18 
!'".~T.RES!I)) GO TO I 
C.oRESllIl 
hRES Ul.RES (l1).a.-c. 
GO TO II 
ceoRES 171 





Program Listing (Continued) 
e.. BASIN PLOT SUBROUTINE.. 8.'1..01 
SUBROUTINE BAPLOT (J, NYR, OUT) 
DIM[NSlDN DUT (58, I) 
DATA IPU81 c... "LOT INS!RT 
C ••••• 5111 • ON PL.OT DATA * .. u 
en DCT 8235me 
J ,81 
IFCI'X,EQ.1) GO TO 21 
ega CA"" gSHYIN(IERR,5U) 
CA"" QSCCI,U.R) c.. SET AL.L DAC'S TO ZERO A~O RAUE PEN 
CAL" QW"BaC'380~8,IE) 
DO 2m 1_1,8 
1<1(-1-1 
CALL. QWJDARC,-.,KK, IE) 
21 CDNTlNU[ 
IP;:-! 
21 TYPE 201 
211 I"ONHATU2HSfT e ON TO READ PLOT P,uUMETERS/251HTL/RN 6 OFF TO GO TO 
INEXT y[un 
•• IF SSw a IS ON REAO JilL.OT PARMETERS 





CA"" gW"BBC'0310e8,!E) . 
READ (15 ,2113) I,.I..T I 10A51oo1, ae,N)!''''', 10,1..0, IL.F, 11..'-, 1(11, ICy' c.. 101 AND KY "A! THE OAt CHANN!!..! I'OR PLOTTING 
213 'ORMATCI2, n,ne.0, 1IIlI" 
C" IPLT IS YoU' NO TO BE FIIL.OTTED, IDUH IS NO OF CASHES TO BE ORAIiliN 
c.. '[R TIME !lEAIOD, 5e IS SCAL.E FACTOR I"'l UNITSI¥CLT, NXPYR IS 1,j0. 
c.. Oil' TIM!' PERIOOS PER "'f,U, 10 A"40 1.0 ARE DELH fIIo!ES TO AI. I. 0 III "OR 
C"- USING ctl'II'ER[NT ANALOG PLOTTERS, ILl' IS D!I..AY TIME 'OFi RAISING c-. THE PEN AND tl.W IS DEL.AY TI"1E Fr.lR 1.0WfRI~r; T~E PEN. 
TYPE 2112, 11'1.. T 















CA"" aW"B! C 'oa018O, !E) 
CA"" QSD"YCI"w) 








23 DO 31 I.' ,NX,yR 








DASH "!NE "ODP 
DO 25 1.-1, ISPAC 
CA"" aW"B! C !~30000,IE) 
CA"" QSD"Y CI"') 
)lP-X"+.' 
CA"" QWJDAR(XP,'X,IE) 
CA"" aSD" YCLDD) 




















CA"" QSD"Y CIDl 
J .21 
8111 IFeJ.NE.NVR) 1:;0T081 
C,"" QWJDARCPDXI.KX,IE) 
C.. [ND D. PL.DT !NSERT 
81 R[TURN 
END 
30 

